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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

I
This study assesses the economic development potential of

Nova Scotia Indian reserves, including constraints and

barriers to economic development which might be ad-dressed by

an alternate or additional funding source or mechanism. The

major recommendations and findings of the stu. dy are

summarized below in point form and elaborated upon in the

body of this report. -

1. Summary of Major Recommendations:

Establish an Indian Development Corporation with

adequate funding as the vehicle for bringing about

more Native controlled social and economic develop-

ment.

Establish commitment and funding priority from both

the Federal and Provincial governments for Indian

economic development.

Carry out comprehensive resource studies for each

community planning.

reserve to. address their combined forest, a,qr4cuZ-

turaZ,.f2shing, tourism, trapping and mineral

potential. These studies tvouZd facilitate opportun-

ity identification and overall economic and

.

Conduct economic feasibility studies on those

reserves containing opportunities with potential for

economic development.

Establish a central information source where all

Native studies and relevant data resources are

collected, catalogued, kept up to date and are

readily accessible.



Establish a Native consulting firm operated by 

qualified Natives both as a means to increase local 

expertise in, and maintain Native con-trol over, 

economic development and planning. 

2. Summary of Major Findings: 

A total of 60 opportunities were identified for the 

ten reserv'es visited, or an average of six per 

reserve. 

Most of these opportunities have not been imple-

mented to any extent; most have had no feasi-

bility ane„I.ysis, and have not been advanced 

beyond the idea stage. 

- Almost half consist of small-scale resource 

based seasonal projects, likely to supplement a 

few incomes rather than provide many:full-time 

permanent jobs. 

- Most, however, are realistic and potentially 

workable ventures; some will require a fuller 

feasibility analysis. 

're 

- It is concluded that the 60 or so opportunities 

listed in the study, are not all the available 

opportunities, because to date no systemmatic 

process of resource and opportunity identifi-

cation, at the band level, has been carried out. 



Business and employment creation opportunities 

identified are grouped below in order of freauency 
mentioned and overall significance: 

- natural 	resource 	opportunities, 	including 

tourism development proj-ects (e.g. blueberries, 

cranberries, woodlots, restaurants) 

- manufacturing opportuniti.es , 	primarily  as  

'identified recently through a number of LEAP 

feasibility studies (e.g. tubular steel) 

substitutti-en on reserve for services and 

products presently purchased off-reserve (e.g. 

barbers, groceries, sasoline) 

- attracting off-reserve businesses 	to 	the 

reserve, either through the availability of land 

or labour, or through tax incentives (e.g. a 

truck storage depot) 

- servicing of off-reserve businesses (and con- 

sumers) in adjacent communities (e.g. providing 

trucking services to Michelin) 

Small business projects, either band run, or 

individually owned, are not likely to be the only, 

or even the major basis for successful economic 

development of Nova Scotia reserves. While these 

projects must be encouraged and supported, other 

development initiatives, for example the establish-

ment of an Indian Development Corporation, are 

equally or of greater importance at this time. 
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Job placement, as opposed to job creation has

not had sufficient emphasis, and`'many more

initiatives could be taken in this direction.

As well, certain social development and human

development initiatives may have a greater

impact on economic development on some reserves

than business development or job creation.

FinanciaZ or project funding barriers, both in terms

of•funds avaiZabiZitg and mode of deZiverg; mutuaZZy

reinforcing Zabour market and labour force barriers;

and resources and Zocation barriers have been

identif^ed as_-eonstraints to economic development.

As well, a number of cuZturaZ and poZiticaZ barriers

have been identified.

Labour Force/Labour Market Barriers

Discrimination exists in obtaining access to

scarce off-reserve jobs, particularly in this

time of high unemployment.

The seasonality and marginal (low-paying)

nature of many jobs in rural Nova Scotiar

mitigate against employment of Native people.

Resources/Location Barriers

Many reserves are at a distance from employment

opportunities such that commuting and day care

costs tend to offset the remunerative advan-

tages of employment.
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on the reserve resources in 

fisheries, agriculture and 

reserve lands results both 

in not developing certain opportunities and 

possible wasting or lack of conservation of 

some resources. 

Inadequacy of training programs over the past 

decade has acted as an important development 

- barrier. Manpower training programs have 

resulted in too many Native people being 

trained in some areas (e.g. carpentry) with 

little hope of employment in that skill area. 

Too few have obtained training to the level of 

journeyman or other professional or craftsman 

status that would be recognized and marketable 

anywhere. Training has not been generally tied 

to availability of jobs. As a result, there is 

a somewhat cynical attitude to training, 

some people using training itself as 

another means of income support, and others 

refusing to take any further training. In 

addition many required skills are not available 

on the reserves. 

Social assistance programs are not designed to 

assist Indian people to cope with their social 

and economic difficulties. Social assistance 

to families presently acts as a disincentive to 

take the low paying jobs generally available to 

persons of low job skills and training, and 

thereby reinforces the cycle of welfare 

dependency, low job skills and experience. 

Lack of information 

forestry, minerals, 

other potential of 

with 

just 
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Funding Barriers  

The availability of considerable economic 

development funds for opportunity identifi-

cation, feasibility studies and project 

start-up and implemeritation through DIAND 

during the early seventies was followed by a 

period of marked reduction in development funds 

and support each year. The dependency on the 

Department established during the earlier 

periods and the assumption by many other 

departments and agencies that the development 

needs  o±-Natives  continued to be provided 

through DIAND, together acted to greatly reduce 

or curb the overall access of Native people of 

Nova Scotia to development funds from any 

source. 

Funds have not been readily available through 

conventional lenders or the Federal Business 

Development Bank because of the lack of 

personal equity of most Natives, as well as, 

because of the nature of land and building 

ownership, and the subsequent inability of 

native people to provide normal collateral for 

loans. 

Lack of priority has been given to Native 

people in Provincial programming, including 

agencies and programs which receive Federal 

funds (e.g. General Development Agreements). 
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The difficulty in achieving coordination of 

departments and agencies required by existing 

federal development programming acts as some 

deterent to initiation of projec-ts, and/or 

successful implementation. 

Political/Cultural Barriers  

Nova Scotia's Native people have given high 

priority to settlement of land claims issues 

and the status of Native. people before the. 

Constitution. Without settlement of these 

issues, many development related measures are 

interpreted to set precedents or otherwise 

jeopard4a- ongoing negotiations. As a result, 

economic development as a process is a 

controversial, political issue among Nova 

Scotia bands. Consequently many potentially 

beneficial programs, funding arrangements, or 

the like may be deferred. 

A set of taxation issues with respect to Native 

eligibility to pay income or business tax or 

for bands to collect municipal or business 

taxes, are presently before the courts. The 

lack of resolution of these issues 
n
creates a 

situation of financial and economic uncertainty 

for taking on new business ventures. As well, 

as with the above mentioned land claims issues, 

there is some desire not to set precedents or 

predispose the issue toward unfavourable 

resolutions. 
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The present level of economic development funding 

through Indian Affairs and other Federal and Provincial 

departments and the level of pZanning. support and other 

expertise available to Nova Scotia reserves is inade-

quate to overcome the existing barriers to economic and - 

community development. 

Although the Special ARDA ZegisZation is limiting and 

its extension is not recommended, the newly reorganized 

department repZacing DREE should be an important source 

of development funding for Nova Scotia bands. Whatever 

assistance is aZZocated to Native people shouZd be used 

to provide them with the resources - naturaZ, financial 

and supportive foyIndian self-determination and self-

development. 

Special ARDA in the West and Northern terri- 

tories has been, on balance, a rather successful 

program for Native people; and, has.generally 

. been seen by Native people 
to contribute to some 	- 

extent to social and economic development of 

reaerves and other Native communities'. The 

economic climate and social needs of Nova Scotia 

reserves however, are very different from the 

situation in the West. Special  AD A was and 

continues to be an interim measure, designed to 

provide funds when no other mechanism or 

legislation was available to meet the needs. 

• 
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1. INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of a review and assessment-

of economic development potential and constraints on Nova

Scotia Indian reserves. The study has been carried out

with a view to assessing the feasibility of impltfmenting an

alternative source of development funding such as through a

Special ARDA agreement.

An inventory of development oppor-tunities or potential

projects has been prepared in order to demonstrate, to some

extent, the scope and limitations of development potential

on the Nova Scotia reserves. The context in which these

development opportunities might be implemented, and the

existence of constraints to their implementation have been

delineated including the overall need and desire for

development, resour(Z.q.. constraints, the political and

economic climate, funding problems and constraints.

DPA Consulting Ltd. was commissioned by a steering committee

made up of one representative each from the Union of Nova

Scotïa Indians (UNSI), the federal Department of Regional

Economic Expansion (DREE) and the Nova Scotia Department of

Development (DOD). The Terms of Reference for the study are

included as Appendix A.

1.2- Methodology

As outlined in the Terms of Reference the study methodology

has entailed:

interviews with key persons on the various reserves;

interviews with government officials implementing

development programs used by Indians;

interviews with funding agencies;

compilation of information and data on reserve

resources;
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review of documents, reports and discussion papers 

outlining development problems and issues faced by 

Canada's and Nova Scotia's Native people, and/or 

suggesting development strategies; 

compilation of available information on funding 

sources and development programs;-and, 

a particular review of Special ARDA and the Western 

Northlands Agreements as they have been implemented 

in the Western provinces and territories. 

• 1.3 Review of Study Implementation Process and Context  

The initiation for this study came from the Union .  of Nova 

Scotia Indians under the leadership of Stanley Johnson. 

Terms of Reference (Appendix A) and a proposal were drafted 

and funding was provided jointly by the Department of 

Development and DREE ttender the Planning Subsidiary Agree-

ment. Agreement to proceed with the project was obtained at 

a meeting of all parties concerned, in FebrUary*of 1981. 

Numerous delays in early stages of the study ensued 

resulting from: . 

Misunderstanding between the Governments and the 

Union over the contract, and ultimate access or 

control over the study. 

- - 	Union elections and a wholesale change in Union 

leadership shortly after the contract was signed. 

- - Despite the fact that the project was approved by 

the Union in Council, there continued to be a lack 

of unanimous support for the study among alr the 

bands, and among all the Union leadership and 

technical staff. 



Lack of clarity about the Union's representative(s) 

on the Steering Committee, who was to attend 

meetings, and who was responsible for facilitating 

access to documents and the reserves. 

Lack of access to reserve documents (in -particular, 

the Community Profiles). 

Lack of permission to enter all the reserves. 

Bands Support and Involvement in the Study:  Although it was 

deemed necessary from the outset to have the full agreement 

and cooperation of all bands, this was not obtained prior to 

the signind of the contract and approval of the Union 

Council. At two different Union meetings of band chiefs, 

attended by the Study Team, it was evident that the study 

was controversial, and,•elot all parties agreed to it. Access 

to most community profiles was withheld for several months. 

Access to reserves was obtained in stages - first only the 

mainland reserves agreed to participate; then later some but 

not all of the Cape Breton reserves allowed access to the 

stud'y team. Visits to any particular reserve were subject 

to the schedule and time availability of the chief and his 

representatives, and arranged through one of the Union 

technicians. This resulted in numerous delays, and a lack 

of certainti that the study could proceed to completion. 

Access to two of the twelve reserves (Membertou and Chapel 

Island) was not obtained, and hence the conclusions as to 

opportunities, development barriers and other findings apply 

primarily with respect to the ten reserves visited. 

Previous Nova Scotia Experience with Special ARDA: 	In the 

mid seventies, an earlier Special Arda Agreement was drafted 

and eventually opposed by the Union leadership. 	The 

extension of Special Ards was opposed at that time because 
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the Provincial government was a party to the Agreement, and

because it might serve to jeopardize land claims nego-

tiations and constitutional negotiations. Constitutional

issues concerning -the Canadian and British Governments'

obligations to the Micmac people, the settlement of the

Micmacs' claim of never having signed away their" rights to

Nova Scotia territory, were seen of first priority, and not

to be put in jeopardy by a joint Provincial-Federal-Native

economic development agreement. A related concern was that

by bypassing the Department of Indiân Affairs and Northern

Development (DIAND), such an Agreement might allow the

Federal Government to abdicate some of its_responsibilities

to Indian people, as guaranteed in the Indian Act, through

decreasing the responsibilities/obligations of the Depart-

ment of Indian Affairs.

Other Political and laonomic Factors in carrying out the

Study at this time: This study was carried out during a

particularly unstable period for undertaking *new` economic

development initiatives, or predicting the likely future

course of economic development in Nova Scotia. Particularly

during the latter part of the study, during the."analysis

phase, a number of important political and economic events

of relevance to the study and its recommendations took

place. For ins.tance,

The final negotiations on patriation of the

Canadian Constitution were' taking• placé Mthis fall

(1981); the constitutional position of Canada's

native people, the inclusion of Native rights in

the Bill of Rights; and issues of land claims

guarantees were very much before the public. `Much.

energy and effort was expended by native groups to

keep abreast of events, present a united front, and

to lobby or negotiate a strong position.

i
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The Canadian economy moved from a period of record 

high interest rates, and consequent failure of many 

small businesses, into what is being termed by some 

as likely to be the worst recession in sixty years. 

The growth rate is predicted to be negative over 

the next year. 

In October 1981, in the Speech from the Throne 

handing down the Budget, an allocation of $345 

million for economic devel-opment and housing for 

Canada's native people was announced. Of this 

amount, $75 million is allocated for the 1982-3 

fiscal year; $80 million for 1983-4; $90 million 

for  1984-5; and $100 million for the 1985-6 fiscal 

year. Little detail is known at present, as to 

whether these funds will be allocated to existing 

departments and programming, whether they will be 

handled primarily through the Department of Indian 

Affairs, or whether a separate foundation or other 

institution will be created. This new allocation 

is a reversal to some extent of recent trends in 

funding of economic development through DIAND. 

DIAND economic development programming has been 

substantially  eut  back each year since 1975. A new 

broad scale socio-economic development strategy has 

recently been proposed by DIAND and submitted to 

Cabinet. About half of the funds would be for 

establishing and providing core funds for appro-

priate Native institutions at local levels for 

initiating and directing integrated development 

programs. Most of the remainder would be allocated 

to equity funding for economic projects, with about 

ten percent for training and  human resource 

development. The program is proposed at a level of 

funding many times the present economic development 

budgets. 
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On January 12, 1981, the Federal Government 

announced a major reorganization of departments 

associated with regional development. It appears 

that the Department of Regional Economic Expansion 

(DREE) has been largely eliminatad as an - entity and 

some of its functions taken on by "Ministry of 

State for Economic and Regional Development". The 

new emphasis seems to be on combining regional 

development initiatives with industrial develop-

ment, and a new department under Industry Minister, 

Herb  Gray,  has been established called the 

Department of Regional Industrial Expansion (DRIE). 

The implications of this move, and for various 

types of legislation proposed or in existence, is 

indeterminant at present. 

1.4 Organization of Report  

ChaPter one provides an introduction to the purposes and 

background of the study, and the methodology and data 

sources used. Chapter two provides a discuàsion of 

11 
 

development issues and problems - the need and desire for 

development, and some of the political, social and economic 

barriers to development for Native people in Canada 

generally,  and more particularly for Nova Scotia reserves. 

Thie chapter is intended to provide some background and the 

context within which development initiativ'e s.  may be 

implemented. 

Chapter three presents an inventory of development opportu-

nities, with a discussion of the stage of their iMple-

mentation, likely scope and funding requirements, and to 

some extent, the availalility of resources and funding for 

each project. 	Chapter four reviews funding sources and 

programs available to Nova §cotia Indians for economic 
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development, and outlines limits and gaps in present 

development funding. Chapter five reviews the financial, 

labour force and labour market barriers to development of 

Nova Scotia reserves. 

The final chapter draws some conclusions and makeb.  recommen-

dations about the economic potential of Nova Scotia 

reserves, the adequacy of present funding, the feasibility 

of implementing a development funding agreement for Nova 

Scotia reserves, and some  suggestions for a community 

development corporation for Nova Scotia reserves. 
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2.   DEVELOPMENT ISSUES AND PROBLEMS  

2.1 The Problem  

The economic problems and prospects of Canada's Indians and 

their reserves have been outlined in many reports_and papers 

over the past 15 years. The Hawthorn report, A Survey of  

Contemporary Indians of Canada,  published in 1966 and a more 

recent Indian Affairs report, Indian Conditions: A Survey 

(DIAND, 1980) provide an overview 

statistics. 

The Hawthorn Report and the DIAND Survey have documented a 

situation in which levels of Indian emPloyment, income and 

edonomic activity have continued to remain substantially 

below national and local standards in all regions of the 

country. Indian participation in the labour force is 

presently about two-tfiirds that of the national population, 

and the unemployment rate continues at about two and a half 

times the national rate. The average earned income for 

employed Indians is one-half the national average, involving 

a high proportion of part-time or seasonal jobs. The entire 

Indian  population  is consequently Supported by only 30% of 

its population which is economically active (compared to 

almost 50% nationally) and at substantially lower levels of 

income than the national population. 

One result is that Indians have become heavily dependent on 

social assistance. The proportion receivieg social 

assistance has risen from an estimated 36% in 1964 td 

between 55% and 70% of all Indians in 1978. This compares 

with approximately 6% of the national Canadian population. 

and 
• 

some national 

Indian living conditions remain substantially below not only 

national but local standards as well. One in three families 

lives in crowded conditions. 	Less than half of Indian 
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housing is properly serviced compared to a national level of

over 90%. Life expectancy, a reflection of health stan-

dards, is ten years less than the national population.

Violent deaths among Indians are three times the *national

levels, and suicides, particularly in the 15-24 age group,

are more than six times the national rates. ^_.

This situation is further complicated by forecast increases

in the working-age population. The Indian "baby boom" of

the 1950's and early 1960's is expected- to increase the

working age population from about 126,000 at present to

156,000 over the •next decade, an increase of 30,000 or

almost 24%. This average of 3,000 potential new workers per

year contrasts with the recent annual average creation of

only one thousand permanent new jobs for Indian people.

Moreov'er, such changes have taken place as the livelihood
I *Cr

derived from the traditional pursuits of hunting, fishing

and trapping is seriously threatened by major constraints:

a rapidly growing on-reserve population on a limited

resource land base, and declining traditional skills*.

A recent task force study (1916) concluded, "Indian

communities' have been severely affected by the declining

economic potential of small communities dependent upon

primary resource extraction activities. The alternative

economic opportunities in most of these communities are

extremely limited because of their location. Meanwhile, the

potential labour force population of these comm^nities is

growing rapidly.

* Some of the above discussion draws upon the 1980
discussion paper, Indian Economic and Employment
Development, compiléd by Employment and Immigration.
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These economic pressures act to force Indian people to 

migrate to urban centres but the serious social, economic, 

and cultural barriers to assimilation into  the  urban 

environment leave them with few alternatives to increasing 

dependency on social assistance." 

2.1.1 A Statistical Profile of Nova Scotia Reserves  

Among Nova Scotia Indian bands, economic and social condi-

tions and prospects are similarly pr9blemmàtic. In the mid 

1970's an extensive data base was developed for each of the 

twelve Nova Scotia bands by the Institute of Public Affairs 

at Dalhousie (IPA), in cooperation with the bands. This 

data base is presently in the process of being updated but 

'the new data were not yet available at the time of this 

study. .What follows is a brief discussion of demographic, 

economïc, and social conditions highlighting those which 
:eve.  

describe the problem among Nova Scotia bands, and which 

delineate some of the barriers to economic development on 

Nova Scotia reserves. 
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TABLE 1: SELECTED DEMOGRAPHIC STATISTICS FOR NOVA SCOTIA 
BANDS 

Population, Nova Scotia 1976 band lists: 	 5369 

Annual population growth rate, 1966-1976: 	 2-3% 

Projected population 	 1981 	1985 	1990 

	

5813 —  619 4 • 	6706 

Percentage on-reserve 	1965 	1975 	1976  
population 	 80% 	70% 	71.5% 

Dependency ratios: 	 1965 	1975 	1976 
on reserve 	 .94 	.83 	.79 
off reserve 	 .43 	.45 	.43 
Total 	 .81 	.70 	.67 

Youth dependency ratios 1.43 	1.26 	1.20 

• Youth dependency  ratio,  
Nova Scotia, 1971 	 .81 

Compiled from Institute of Public Affairs data. 

According to the Nova Scotia band lists, the population of 

Nova Scotia Status Indians was 5369 in 1976. Based on 

information ccirl population growth rates and trends, the 

population has been projected to be from 5700 (DIAND 

estimate) to 5813 (IPA estimate) in 1981. IPA projects the 

population in 1985 will be about 6194 people an 4 in 1990 

about 6706. The proportion of the status population living 

on the  reserve has been declining somewhat over the past 

decades, from 80% of persons on the band lists in 1965, to 

70% in 1975. 

Because the native birthrate has been higher than the rest 

of the Nova Scotia population, and because of the tendency 

for single persons and small families to go off reserve for 
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employment, and larger families to remain, the on-reserve

population is younger, and contains more dependent children

ov'erall than the Nova Scotia population. The youth

dependency ratio, for instance, in 1971 was 1.55 compared to

.81 for Nova Scotia, almost double that of Nova Scotia.

This means that on the reserves the number of old_..people and

children is large relative to the size of the work force.

Youth dependency ratio = Persons aged 0- 19 years
Persons-aged 20 - 64 years

LI

EDUCATION: Average education levels for Nova Scotia's

Native people are lower than for the re-st of the province;-

and the Native labour force has substantially lower

education levels than either rural Nova Scotians or Nova

Scotians overall. In 1975 the average number of years of

education obtained by--band members was 7.3 years. Nearly

50% had less than grade 10 education. In'Nova Scotia close

to 40% of the labour force have some post-secondary

education, compared to 5% of the status Indian labour force.

53% of the Indian labour force had less than grade 9

compared with only 18p of the Nova _Scotian labour force.

I
I

TABLE 2: EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT OF ADULT ON-RESERVE

POPULATION, BY AGE GROUP

EDUCATION AGE GROUP

LEVEL
20-34 35-54 Over 55
Years Years Years

Less than grade seyen 8% 38% 83%

Grade ten or higher 34% 13% 1%

Average education level: 7.3 years

Compiled from Institute of Public Affairs, Dalhousie 1976
data.
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Some important changes have taken place in education levels 

over the past few decades, and there are presently many 

younger people of the reserves with high school and post 

secondary education levels. That there has been a signifi-

cant shift in this respect, may be seen from a cdàparison of 

the under and over 35 years age groups. 

The 1976 data revealed little difference between persons in 

their 20's or early 30's in terms of—educational levels, but 

significant differences between those over and under 35. Of 

the adult on-reserVe population from 20 to 35 years of age, 

34% have achieved grade 10 or higher educational levels as 

. compared  with 13% of those over 35 (35 - 55 years) and 1% of 

those over 55. The young adult age group (20 - 35 years) 

contained less than 8% with less then grade 7 education 

while 38% of those alter 35 and 83% of those over 55 have 

less than grade 7 formal education. 

It was reported that there are presently 50 native students 

from Nova Scotia.enrolled in University. If the majority of 

theie graduate, there will be available to the reserves, 

many of the skills necessary for economic development. 
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TABLE 3: SELECTED LABOUR FORCE AND EMPLOYMENT STATISTICS, 
ALL NOVA SCOTIA BANDS 

Labour Force Participation Of On Reserve Population, All  
Bands  

	

1975 	1976 

In The Labour Force 	 64% 	61% 

Housewife 	 — 	24% 	26% 

Retired 	 9% 	9% 

Student 	 .2% 	2% 

.0ther 	 1% 	1% 

100 % 	l00% 

Nova Scotians in labour force with 
some post-secondary education, 1975 

0n-reserve Natives in labour force with 
some post-secondary education, 1975 

Unemployment Rate, 1976 

Employment of Labour Force  

Regular or continuous employment 

Irregular employment 

Unemployed, year round 

Compiled from Institute of Public Affairs_1976 data. 

6 6% 

25% 

37% 

39% 
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Employmen.t and use of Social Assistance: 	Comparing 

unemployment rates in the province, the 1976 data indicated 

that 66% of the Micmac on-reserve labour force was unem-

ployed, compared with 31% and 7% in two comparable non-

Indian Nova Scotia rural areas (South-west Nova-Scotia and 

Eastern Shore). During 1975 close to forty percent (38.5%) 

of the native labour force was unemployed year round, and 	- 

only 25% were regularly  or  continuously employed (either 

full-time or part-time) throughout tile year; 

Comparing the use of social assistance of Nova Scotia bands 

and other rural non-Indian comparable groups, 37 to 49 

percent of -the rural Nova Scotians received  soma social 

*assistance, compared with 64% of the native groups. Of the 

non-Indian groups about two-thirds of the social assistance 

receivèd consisted of old age pensions, while for the Indian 

groups about two-thirds of social assistance received was 

IAB Assistance provided through the Department of Indian 

Affairs. The younger age groups, though having generally 

higher levels of education, experience higher unemployment 

levels, and are more  likely to require social assistance. 

Diversification of Labour Force: 	The on-reserve labour 

force is much less diversified than the Nova Scotia labour 

force with aoncentration in a few particular areas. There 

are about three times as many designated as construction 

workers (reflecting the CEIC training programs), among the 

Indian labour force, as compared with the Nova Sco -gia labour 

force.  •  The proportions of the on-reserve labour force in 

public administrative positions (primarily band government), 

in hunting, fishing, trapping, and forestry occupations, are 

more than double those in the Nova Scotia labour force. The 

Nova Scotia labour force has proportionately more teachers, 

health personnel, clerical and sales workers as well as more 

farmers and workers in manufacturing occupations. 
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The male and female native labour force differs greatly from

each other, with the services and public administration

sectors accounting for about 75% of the female labour force.

Sixty-one percent of the male labour force is in the

construction (construction of on-reserve housing-has been a

major activity on the reserves over the last decade or.two)

and primary sectors as compared with 3% of females in these

sectors. Males are more likely to be employed on LIP

projects or on-reserve manufactu_ring or fish farming

projects, while females living on-reserve are more likely to

be working off-reserve in neighbouring service industries

(22,'o' of females in 1975 were working off-reserve compared to

11% of the m-ale reserve population).

TABLE INDUSTRY SECTOR OF MAIN JOB IN 1975, PERCENTAGE OF
ON-RESERVE ADULTS, BY SEX..-,-- .

Industry Sector Male Female All N.S. Bands

Agriculture *% *% *%

Forestry 10 * 7

Fishing, trapping
and hunting 10 1 8

Manufacturing 6 9 7

Construction 41 2 32

Trânsport, Communi-
cation and Utilities 7 2 6

Trade 5 11

Services-Community,
business & personal 8 40 15

Public Administration 13 35 18

Total =100% 100% 100%

* Less than 1%.

I

Compiled from Dalhousie Institute of Public Affairs 1976

data.

i
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Some Mainland/Cape Breton Differences:  Some differences are 

evident between the reserve populations in Cape Breton and 

those on the mainland, in terms of demographic factors and 

employment experience. The Cape Breton population is 

somewhat younger on average, with 57% under 35 years of age 

as compared to 47% of the mainland population. The 

unemployment rate was found in 1976 to be 75% in Cape Breton 

reserves, and 52% on the mainland. Similarly, in 1975, 20% 

of the Cape Breton labour force was regularly or contin-

uously employed as compared to 33% _of the mainland labour 

force. 	The industry or occupational distribution is 

somewhat different for the two groups. 	The Cape Breton 

reserves are more involved in fishing, trapping and forestry 

occupations-(23% compared to 3% on mainlànd) and lees in the 

'manufacturing and services sectors. 

2.1.2 'A Brief History of Economic Development Initiatives  
tr.= 

on Nova Scotia Reserves  

There is some evidence that Micmacs have lived in What is 

now Nova Scotia for at least 10,000 years. The large waves 

of European settlers had the effect of making the Micmac way 

of life--of hunting, trapping and living off 'the land, 

increasingry difficult, and consequently the Indian people, 

increasingly impoverished. 

According to H. F. McGee's historical overview of the Micmac 
- 

people, about the time of the large Loyalist  influx  into 

Nova Scotia, "the Superintendent of Indian Affairs''suggested 

that the Micmac learn trades such as barrel making, shingle 

making, basket making and other items of use to the 

Loyalists in establishing their farms. The difficulty,with 

this program was not the Micmac inability to shift from 

hunter/trapper to craftsman/tradesman but rather inability 

of the Loyalists to pay for work done." 
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The next government effort at economic development was to 

turn the native people into agriculturalists. After 1800, 

grants of land were made available and white agents were 

named to instruct the Micmac in the farming practice of the 

day. Although some successful farms were established, most 

efforts in this direction failed because seeds were usually 

shipped from government stores too late for planting; there 

was lack of sufficient relief during the first few years of 

the program such that people ate the seed or neglected the 

fields to hunt for food; and most _importantly, lands set 

aside for the Micmac were encroached upon by white settlers. 

As a result of the failure 

Micmac people subsisted by 

casual house labour, and r 

* eighteenth century and all 

characterized by increased 

govern .ment.  

of this program, the bulk of the 

hunting, selling craft items, 

elief. The latter half of the 

of the nineteenth century were 

dependence upon the non-Indian 

At the time of Confederation, Indian affairs became the 

responsibility of the Federal Government. "By this time the 

Province of Canada had a fully developed Indian policy, 

inhe,rited from the British Imperial and Colonial govern-

ments, aneadministered by the Croin Lands Department. This 

policy was, in turn, inherited by the new Federal Government 

which was given legislative authority over 'Indians, and 

Lands reserved for the Indians.' 	The bases of the policy 

were: 	alienation of Indian interest in land through 

treaties, reservation of lands for Indians, and the 

existence of a government department charged witli managing 

the affairs of Indians. The aim of the policy was to effect 

a transition from the native way of life to that of the 

white majority, and the basic assumption was that the Indian 

required not only assistance, but also protection in making 

the transition. 
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In 1868, the Parliament of Canada embodied this policy in 

legislation which became the basis of the Indian Act of 

1876. Despite subsequent revisions and modifications, the 

same basic principles are still in effect today". 

During the 1940's, the Indian Affairs Branch initiated a 

relocation program. In 1940 there were 38 occup*ied reserves 

in Nova Scotia. The goal of relocation was to amalgamate 

these scattered reserves into two administrative centres. 

One was to be located in Cape Breton at Tskasoni and the 

other on the mainland at Shubenacadie. Incentives of better 

houses, barns, farm machinery and educational facilities, as 

well as threats of withdrawal of medical aid or schools were 

used to convince people to move. The relocation - program, 

did not result in increased jobs or prosperity, but rather 

reduced self sufficiency and increased the dependency of the 

people' on the Government and on welfare payments. The 

relocation scheme was partially successful in that only 16 

reserves were occupied at the end of the program instead of 

the 38 at the beginning. 

During the 1960 1 s and '70's DIAND became more ,and more 

concerned with economic development. Considerable amounts 

of money Were available for job creation projects and 

creation of new economic enterprises on the reserve. 

Through the -  Department's economic development program, a 

cadre of economic development workers travelled among the 

reserves, initiating and to some extent monitoring various 

projects intended to be economically viable*. 

The above discussion is based, in part, upon The Micmac  
in Historical Perspective, as included in the Community 
Profiles. 
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An Indian Economic Development fund was established 

providing both loans and grants to locally initiated 

entrepreneurial projects. In the mid 1970's an ambitious 

new program, Band Works Process, was launched intended to 

support local community planning efforts, and the creation 

of a capability in the community to initiate -and direct 

economic development efforts. The BWP was also intended to 

streamline overall program delivery. The BWP was initiated, 

however, at a time when funds for economic development were 

being drastically curtailed. Further, ecohomic development 

was the only discretionary portion of the budget, and was 

therefore often allocated to meet shortfalls in other areas 

of the budget, or in response to political pressures. Over 

the past 5 -  or 6 years native economic development has 

received a relatively low priority with the federal 

government, and many development activities and projects 

have  been  discontinued because of the low availability of 

funds. 

At least two reserves (Millbrook and Schubenacadie) compiled 

land use plans in the early '70's and the one for Millbrook 

was  •updated in 1979. Through the Popular Education Program 

each reser've has at least one PEP Worker; most reserves have 

a paid economic development worker. Community profiles of 

each reserve have been developed, through the PEP program, 

including a 'view of Micmac history and the early development 

of the community, a demographic and statistical profile of - 
the community, and an overall community development strategy 

document. This latter document, though includeâ in each 

profile, does not appear to have been endorsed by all the 

chiefs or have other official or policy status among Nova 

Scotia's Native people. The community profiles have, in 

most cases, not been updated since their completion in 1979, 

and the statistical information they contain is now six to 

seven years old. 
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Other gôvernment departments have been involved in native

economic development to some extent, though primarily on a

short-term basis. Programs known as LIP, LEAP, OFY, Canada

Works, TOJ, CCDP, and others have provided funds for housing

construction projects, short-term job creation, training,

and sometimes financing for band run projects intended to

become economically viable. These programs are "available to

all Canadians, and have been extensively utilized by Nova

Scotia bands.

2.2 The Economic Development Context

2.2.1 General Political and Economic Climate for Develop-

ment -

Rural Nova Scotia has long had a relatively stable and aging

popula^tion. Generallyspeaking, most regions have experi-
L,.

enced a long period of outmigration of youth and persons in

the most employable age groups. Rural Nova Scotians tend to

be employed in seasonal, often marginal occupations, in in-

shore fisheries, fish processing, logging, and small tourist

operations, supplemented in many cases by unem-ployment

insurance in the off-season. Some commute to the small and

medium towris/cities to work in fish plants, steel or tire

manufacturing plants, tourist and service opèrations, and

other industries.

Unemployment throughout Cànada is particular-ly high at

present, and layoffs in many of the major industries are

taking place - particularly in automobile manufacturing and

related industries. In Nova Scotia the short-term employ-

ment prospects in the traditional primary industries,

particularly the fishing industry are fairly poor at this

time. Offshore industries and some other energy-related

economic activities are being looked to for future employ-

ment and growth potential.

I
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2.2.2 Present Attitudes and Policies of Governments  

The past decade has seen a marked increase in the number of 

native organizations at the national, provincial and local 

levels. The Department of Indian Affairs appears to be 

engaged in a sweeping and long term evolution of its 

activities, with increasing decision-making and implemen-

tation responsibilities allocated to Indian bands. Other 

federal departments, DREE, Secretary of State, Employment 

and Immigration are all reviewing their programs related to 

natives. 

The Provincial Government to date has remained little 

involved in development for Nova Scotia's  • native people, and 

tends to view Native people as primarily a federal responsi-

bility. 

2.3 Special Concerns/Issues  

A number of concerns and special issues have been identified 

with respect to the priority of economic development, and 

the types 'of  socio-economic develoPment desired. The extent 

to which these issues facilitate Or hinder economic 

development, or impose limitations on the types of develop-

ment possible or desirable, will be addressed more directly 

in other sections. 

Constitutional and Canadian Public Policy Issues and 

Conflicts: "The fundamental philosophical conflict between 

Indian people and White government has come into clear focus 

in the last ten years. The position of Indians is that, in 

return for relinquishing their land and their means of 

livelihood, they are constitutionally entitled to receive 

special consideration from government, this in the form of 

protection of their land base, exemption from certain 

se. -er 
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ordinary duties (such as some forms of taxation), the 

provision of essential services, and assistance in devel-

oping responses to the socio-economic order imposed on them. 

From the Indian standpoint, the B.N.A. Act commits the 

federal government to support of Indian people." Further, 

the Micmac position of never having relinquished—their land 

of having only signed peace treaties not land treaties, is 

still being pressed. For many, economic development 

initiatives, and agreements with various levels and bodies 

of government are viewed in the light of hok they may affect 

or jeopardize ongoing negotiations. Settlement of land 

claims issues remains a priority, and sometimes conflicts 

with economic development objectives. 

Self-Government and Local Control: 	Both the interviews 

conducted on reserves and the literature reviewed emphasized 

the need for more local control over development. 	The 

Beaver report, To Have What is One's Own  a somewhat 

prescriptive document, sees full band self-government as a 

necessary precondition for genuine progress towards 

improving current socio-economic conditions facing Indian 

people. The report recommends that band governments be 

transform;d from political  bodies acting for DIAND to 

political organizations designed by and for the Indian 

people. As well, all existing programs should be trans-

ferred to the band who in turn, should allocate a signif-

icant proportion of existing funding (eg. social assistance) 

in more developmental ways. 

On the Nova Scotia reserves at present, socio-economic 

concerns are expressed by and seen as part of the mandate of 

local band councils. Most bands are in the process of 

identifying opportunities and attempting to initiate or 

expand a number of projects. 
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Job Creation, Economic Development and Community Devel-

opment: Although all groups emphasized the unemployment

problem and the lack of employment opportunities, many

community leaders commented on the need for integrated

community development. Much of the literature ov-e.r the past

five years, on appropriate development strategiés for native

peoples, focuses upon the need for comprehensive community

development approaches, including human resource devel-

opment, support for individual entrep^reneur's and for social,

economic and infrastructure developments initiated by the

band; all, however, as part of a generally agreed-upon

community development strategy.

Taxation and Incorporation: The potential implications of

native exemptions from payment of municipal and income

taxes,: as provided in the Indian Act, when involved in

business or development projects were frequently addressed.

This factor affects the form of business organization

favoured - whether individual ownership, cooperative, band

owned, or incorporated business. Generally speaking,

prof-its from businesses (both off or on-reserve•) incor-

porated under provincial laws are subject to normal taxes.

Although.môst Native income is not presently being taxed, a

number of pending court decisions are expected^to challenge

this positiôn. The insecurity attached to potential and

imminent wholesale changes in Native peoples tax position

has resulted in some unwillingness to consid-er economic^
development issues. Native businessmen and' leaders

expressed great reluctance to consider any potential project

based upon incorporation, or likely to set precedents for

the future.

Business Ownership Options: Ongoing economic projects on

Nova Scotia reserves cover a range of conventional forms of

ownership - unincorporated businesses owned by individuals,
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partners, or a group of native businessmen; band owned 

operations; cooperatives, either with community ownership or 

wo'rker owned; and incorporated businesses. 

Concern was expressed not only about incorporation of 

businesses, but also about cooperative ownershi.p. Worker 

ownership was seen by some to predispose workers to expend 

less effort and to result in difficult relations with 

management, making it difficult for managers to perform 

their job. 

A large proportion of potential projects proposed by 
_ 	economic development officers, chiefs, band managers, or 

.-, 	• 
other community leaders were for band owned and run projects 

i.e., where project funds are managed from the band office 

through-the chief and council. 

Cultural and Lifestyle Concerns: 	The issue of how economic 

development could be made to fit with cultural and local 

priorities was a serious concern. Opportunities identified 

and job preferences expressed tended to be ones which fit 

with a preferred lifestyle, based around somewhat tra-

ditional économie activities and Patterns. It is apparent 

that the labour market and business models as apply in 

Central Canada .  or Halifax are not necessarily the most 

appropriate'for Nova Scotia reserves (or for that matter, 

for rural Nova Scotia). 

. I  
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3. INVENTORY AND DISCUSSION OF DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES  

This chapter presents the results of efforts to identify 

economic development opportunities, present and future, on 

reserves throughout Nova Scotia. In coming up with a list 

of specific opportunities per reserve the following steps 

were taken: 

. efforts were made to obtain and review all studies and 

reports on economic developm_ent oi)portunities and 

potential on Nova Scotia reserves over the past 10 

year period; 

. discussions were held with regional and district DIAND 

staff involved with economic development, planning and 

community affairs; 

in-depth discussions were held with band development 

officers on each reserve; band chief; popular 

education workers; local business people; band 

managers; 

. discussions were held with senior program development 

staff in CEIC as well as individual LEAP officers; 

. discussions  were also held with UNSI executive and 

technical staff 

These consultations were further supplementeâ through 

conversations held with members of the project's Steering 

Committee. 
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3.1  Observations on Availability and Quality of Data  

While undertaking this data collection process a number of 

observations were made on the available data and the nature 

of development opportunities identified. Generally 

speaking, there is very little specific information 

available about Nova Scotia reserves. During the early 

1970's, a number of different studies were conducted, 

directed at investigating the resource potential of 

reserves. These included a fairly comprehensive assessment 

of each reserve's mineral potential; and an overview of the 

reserves' commercial-recreational possibilities. As well a 

few specific resource studies directed at particular 

reserves (such as the forestry potential of Eskasoni) were 

conducted. Since the mid-1970's, however, few if any 

additional studies addressed to opportunity identification 

or resource potential have been carried out. Further, to 

the knowledge of the consulting team, no single compre-

hensive study has been undertaken for any or all of the 

reserves to address their combined forest, agricultural, 

fishing, tourism, trapping, and mineral potential. 

Physical .(land-use) planning reports for three or four 

reserves were compiled, also during the early '70's 

primarily through the DIAND planning office. The Millbrook 

Plan was up -dated in 1979. The community profiles compiled 

through the Popular Education Program in 1978-79 were a 
- 

useful tool in assessing the human resources available at 

the reserve level - demographic, education, AnploYment, 

training, etc. 	However, most of the data were obtained in 

1975 and require updating on an annual basis to continue to 

provide useful information and statistics. 

No comprehensive and up to date contralized information 

system, or library is in existence, either at the regional 

or district DIAND offices or at the union offices. 	The 
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absence of one location where all reports or studies

pertinant to Nova Scotia reserves are located and available,

is clearly a detriment to persons involved in planning at

all levels; from the incoming band executive, band staff,

UNSI, to DIAND staff, CEIC staff and consultants.

3.2 The Process of Opportunity Identification "

From discussions with the individual bands' staff, chief and

development workers, a number of p-oints èmerged regarding

the potential economic development possibilities identified.

Some of the potential projects had been identified through

some earlie-r process (e.g. Consulting studies). They had

not been pursued beyond the idea stage, however, due to

insufficient people at the reserve level with expertise and

knowledge to investigate the ideas further; through a lack
^C^_

of funding for feasibility studies; or from a combination of

both.

Further, through discussions held with DIAND staff, it

became apparent that, from the Department's perspec,tive, the

onus for pursuing any given idea or project rests with the

bands themselves; and should a band (or individual) demon-

strate a strong commitment to pursuing a development idea,

at that point DIAND would provide services as might be

available.

Not all bands have gone through an internal process of

attempting to identify possibilities for economic develop-

ment; some bands are clearly at a level of social or human

development, where economic or business development is

necessarily given a low priority.

I
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Off-Reserve Employment and Business Opportunities: 	A final 

point which emerged through discussions is that there are 

resources available for economic development that are being 

presently overlooked by a number of bands; namely the 

economic base of nearby communities. The dollars earned 

off-reserve can be a significant source of new dollars to 

circulate on-reserve through locally-run businesses. While 

there are a number of individuals who do live on reserves 

and are employed off-reserve, it would appear that no com-

prehensive assessment of this resource has been carried out 

either by bands, UNSI or DIAND to identify its full 

employment or business opportunity potential. 

'The industrial park at Truro, the steel plant in Trenton and 

Michelin in the Annapolis Valley are specific examples of 

resources which could be better utilized by bands, either as 

employees, or in providing some service to the business or 

its employees. 

The stated reasons for individuals or bands not taking 

advantage of employment opportunities in nearby communities 

include  feelings of inferiority, and discrimination. While 

these factors may be acting as deterents, it is apparent 

that there has not been a concerted effort on the part of 

staff at the band level (including band development workers, 

popular education workers, manpower outreach program, 
- 

employment officers) directed towards placement and 

community development. 	Little attention has beeri focussed 

on investigating employment opportunities off-reserve; 

identifying the associated training requirements; and 

developing affirmative action programs. 

With the recent announcement made by the Minister of . 

'Employment and Immigration to develop training programs to 

correspond with projected demands for skilled labour, band' 
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staff should be in a good position to obtain appropriate 

training programs for their labour force. 

3.3 Inventory of Development Possibilities  

Exhibit 1 provides a list and shows the location_of all the 

reserve lands, including those not occupied (or - occupied by 

one or two families only). 	There are 12 major occupied 

reserves of which the ten visited are indicated. 	Some of 

the reserve lands (numbered from 13 to 31)  are  owned jointly 

by several bands; others are owned usually by a band on 

nearby lands. 

Exhibit 2 sets out the specific opportunities bi reserve 

. (total of 60), identified through the consultative process. 

Because of the lack of information available on many of the 

ideas  and on reserve resources, the inventory cannot be said 

to consist of ideas Which at this point in time have been 

identified as fully feasible. 

It must be emphasized that no reserve in Nova Scotia has 

gona through a comprehensive planning process, part.of which 

would identify resource potential  for  economic development 

opportunities. While seven reserves in Nova Scotia have 

received funding through the BWP Program, the original 

stipulation, -  which tied inclusion in that program to the 

undertaking of a planning process, appears to have been 

waived. 

Many of the ideas for development listed in the inventory 

were identified by band members in perhaps a rather 

arbitrary fashion, more out of an effort to come up ,with 

ideas because of outside pressure to do so, than out of a 

proper planning process. This does not necessarily detract 

from the ideas but suggests that further analysis is 

required. On the other hand, a number of ideas appear in 
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EXHIBIT 1 : NOVA SCOTIA MICMAC RESERVES-

MAJOR RESERVES

1 Wildcat
2 Bear River
3 Cambridge
4 Shubenacadie
5 Millbrook .
6 Pictou:Landing
7 Af ton
8 Whycocomagh
9 Middle River

10 Eskasoni
11 Chapel Island
12 Sydney

OTHER RESERVE LANDS

13 Yarmouth
14 Ponhook Lake
15 Medway River
16 Gold River
17 Pennal
18 ..New Ross
19 Rorton
20 Cole Harbour
21 Schubenacadie
22 Franklin Manor
23 Merigomish Harbour
24 -Pomquet
25 Port Hood
26 Margaree Forks

27 Malagawatch
28 Caribou Marsh
29 Sheet Harbour
30 Beaver Lake
31 St. Croix

RESERVES VISTED

1.
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the inventory which had been identified in some earlier 

study (e.g. Park and Campground at Whycocomagh; sand and 

gravel operation at Gold River) but which have not been 

pursued further due to lack of necessary funding; or in the 

latter case, lack of leadership. 

te .e»  

II 



Reserve  Project  

Start up 
Or in 
Progress  

Afton -gas station and 
auto body shop 

DIAND rejected 
for funding 
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EXHIBIT 2: INVENTORY OF OPPORTUNITIES, BY RESERVE 

Preliminary 
Feasibility 
Investigations Idea; 
Conducted 	Stae 

-work, shop and 
hand craft store 

-woodworking shop 

- -convenience store 

-excavation company 
(foundations/driveways 
and septic tanks) 

-silviculture 

-tourism 
Bear River Festival 	X 
Day trip 
cultural display 

-production of small 
items (artisan work) 

Cambridge 	-industrial trades 
training 

-woodworking co-op 

-tourism possibilities 
(cabins) at St. Croix 

Eskasoni 	-bottling of spring 
water 

-development of blue-
berry barrens 

-tourism possibilities 

Bear River X 



X 

X 

X 

x' 
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Project  

-maple sugar industry 

-Christmas trees 

Start up 
Or in 
Progress  

Preliminary 
Feasibility 
Investigations Idea 
Conducted 	Stag 

X 

Reserve 

-ash trees cultivation 
for baskets 

-harvest peatmoss 

-harvest cranberries 

-potato and vegetable 
gardens 

-canvas fabric 
products (LEAP) 

Millbr'ook 	-log home construction 
tr -e- 

-solar greenhouse for 
vegetables 

-native consulting firm 
specializing in job 
creation and economic 
development 

-Christmas trees 

-grain  mill 

-truck storage area 
for transport company's 
depot 

-convenience store 

-gas station (with oil 
company) 

-Micmac Culture 
Museum 	 X 

-Day picnic area 	 X 

-Hiking trails 	 X 

-campground-tenting and 
trailor park 	 X 

-tubular steel (LEAP) 	X 
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Reserve 

Pictou 
Land  ing  

Start up 
Or in 
Progress  

Preliminary 
Feasibility 
Investigations 
Conducted 

Idea 
Stag  Project  

-manufacture of 
lobster traps 	 X 

-small grocery store 
and gas pump 

-woodlot clearing 
and blueberry 	 — 

operation 	 X 

-arts & craft coop 	 X 

- -carpentry shop 	 X 

-fish processing 
plant and store 	 X 

I I 

I  
I 
 

1 

1 

Shubenacadie -convenience store 
and resfehrant 
expansion 

-leather products 
(gloves, 
mocassins) 

-commercial/ 
recreation tourist 
complex (Grand 
Lake) 	 X 

, -prefab housing 	 X 

-"work for 
welfare" program 	 X 

-cottage industries 
(piece work for 
manufacturing) 	 X 

-sale of spring water 
off reserve 	 X 

-trout farm at 
Spring Brook source 	 X 

-sawdust brickettes 	 X 

-Glooscap Lumber & 
Building Supply 
Assoc. 

X 

X 

closed 
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Preliminary
Start up Feasibility
Or in Investigations Idea^

Reserve Project Progress Conducted Stag,

-bean sp"rout project
(LEAP) X

-Katimavik cabin
campground/New Ross X

I
-manufacture of
musical toys x

-greenhouse for
fruits and
veget.ables

-broiler chicken or
piggery farm

-gas station for
residents and
gravel trucks

- Q^_
Wagmatcook -swimwear'manu-

facturing plant
(LEAP)

-shingle mill

-plànt ash for
baskets

Whycocomagh. -restaurant (LEAP) X

-island recreation
park and camp-
ground

-ski trails

I

Wild Cat -silviculture
program and
forestry related
work

-potential for sand
and gravel operation
at Gold River land
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The projects identified as possible opportunities fall under 

five categories, and are discussed below: 

natural resource opportunities (and tourism) 

manufacturing opportunities 

substitution for off-reserve services on reserve 

attracting off-reserve businesses on-reserve 

other small business opportunities 

3.4 Natural Resource Opportunities — 

Of the approximate 60 opportunities listed in the exhibit, 

approximately half fall under the natural resource category.. 

.The majority of these opportunities are seasonal in nature 

and capable of supplementing the income of one or two 

individuals. These would include most of the woodclearing 

and Christmas tree oee-rations, greenhouse and maple sugar 

operations, and blueberry, cranberry and peat moss farming 

projects. The capital cost requirements for most of these 

projects, however, would be relatively low with more 

significant concerns being identification of and access to 

market(s).., 

A number of the reserves identified their forests and 

woodlands as csontaining economic potential. Bear River, 

through the concerted efforts of its chief and economic 

deeelopment worker has been involved in the DREE forestry 

sub-agreement with the Province, and is  presently involved 

in developing and implementing a 5-year management plan 

under the silviculture Program. The plan is a valuable tool 

for the band as it provides an inventory of the reserve's 

woodlands, present and potential, and outlines a detailed 

plan for managing and harvesting its full potential (be it 

Christmas trees, bluebérries, pulp, firewood, etc.). A 

number of other bands (Eskasoni, Wildcat, Wagmatcook, Pictou 
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Landing) have also expressed an interest in the silviculture 
program. It was pointed out to the consultants, however, 

that theoretically Indian reserves are not eligible for 

inclusion 

Province, 

the rule. 

agreement 

to give over the free and unfettered use of forest resources 

to a management plan that provides no short-term benefits. 

A second area identified by a number of reserves as 

containing potential for future development lies in tourism 

(Bear River; Cambridge/St. Croix; Shubenacadie/Grand 

Lake/New Roes; Millbrook; Eskasoni; Whycocomagh). Millbrook 

has taken major steps towards developing tourist potential 

through  .the Abenaki hotel complex, the Micmac museum, and 

ongoing development of campsites and hiking trails. With 

effective advertising, and building high standards into the 

campground operation, Millbrook should be in a good position 

to service the camping market within the Truro area. Since 

the closure of the Victoria Park Campground in the mid 

in the program as the Agreement was made with the 

and that Bear River 

On the other hand, 

was "the exception", and 

it is difficult to_obtain 

not 

the 

of the majority of people on the larger reserves, 

seventies, campers arriving in the Truro area have been 

without  sites in the immediate vici-nity. 

Bear River reserve has the opportunity to build upon the 

tourist draw of the nearby Bear River Community. Bear 

River, known as the "little Switzerland" of Nova Scotia for 

its .mountain scenery and flowing river, has developed as a 

tourist point of interest because of its di-tisians, 

craftsmen and scenery. The Chief and local development 

workers, have expressed an interest in exploring the tourist 

potential of their reserve. Initial steps taken in this 

direction were towards the establishment of the annual Bear 

River Festival (first held 1980), attracting top musicians 

from the Atlantic Region. From an initial 800 in attendence 

in the festival's first year, the audience grew to 2,000 by 
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its second year. 	The band is in the process of developing 

campsites on the reserve to accommodate the visitors for the 

two day event and to be utilized throughout the summer 

season by tourists. 

The band is also in the process of constructing a modern 

band office with facilities capable of seating large groups. 

Preliminary discussions indicate strong interest on the part - 

of the Chief and reserve planners to participate in the 

development of a day-trip package for bus 'tours originating 

out of Annapolis Royal or Digby Pines. The day trip would 

consist of a visit  to the Costume Museum at Bear River, and 

the several craft and art outlets; ending at the reserve to 

be served euthentic Micmac dishes. 	Story telling, demon- 

' stration of Micmac games,  and displays of herbal remedies 

could be additional unique components of the day trip. 

Whycocomagh, located along the Trans Canada Highway at the 

start of the Cabot Trail and the Bras d'Or Lakes, is in an 

excellent position to further develop its tourism potential. 

A number of individuals within the band have already 

established succèssful small businesses through the selling 

. of baskets to the drive-through ti'affic; further, the band 

is in the process of establishing a quality restaurant under 

LEAP funding to cater to both the tourist and local markets. 

In addition; the band has plans, which have not been imple-

mented to date due to lack of funds, to develop Indian 

Island as a campground/park site for tourists. ,. To ensure 

that the proposed project can compete with the National 

Highlands campground in terms of standards and quality, the 

band will require a full parks management plan to be carried 

out, as well as access to funds sufficient to implement the 

plan. 
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3.5 Manufacturing Opportunities

The manufacturing opportunities identified on reserve

included in the exhibit amount to 13 (or 21% of the total).

Four of these were identified through LEAP feasibility

analyses, and three are presently underway with LEAP

funding. (Eskasoni -- Canvas Fabric Products; Mill-brook -.

tubular steel; Shubenacadie -- bean sprouts). The 4th

opportunity identified was at Shuben_acadie--- manufacture of

musical toys. Of the remaining 8 opportunities, some

preliminary investigation by band or DIAND staff, appears to

have been given to 3 with favourable results (Bear River =

manufacturer of small items; Pictou Landing - the fish

processing plant; Millbrook - production of leather

products). A funding source is presently being sought for

their^implementation. The remaining 5 opportunities appear

to still be at the idea stage, and require a much fuller

examination than received at present. The process of

utilizing the funds available from LEAP both for project

identification and implementation has, proven to be an

effective one for the bands and demonstrates the need for

sufficent monies to support project identification and

feasibility analysis at the local level.

3.6 Substitution for Off-Reserve Services On-Reserve

Seven of the opportunities identified would provide services

on-reserve presently available only off-reserve. They

include convenience stores (Afton, Millbrook, Pictou Landing

and an expansion of the utility store at Shubenacadie to

carry meats and.vegetables); gas' stations or pumps (Afton in

association with an autobody shop, Milibrook, Pictou

Landing/pump in association with a small grocery store,.

Shubenacadie). Most of these opportunities (with the

exception of Millbrook which could be a larger station,
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attracting drive-through traffic) are small-scale in nature 

and would be run as a one-person operation, or family 

business. They are not capital intensive but would require 

some funding for training in bookkeeping, or basic account-

ing methods, as well as assistance with initial start-up and 

operations. 

3.7 Attracting Off-Reserve Business On-Reserve  

Millbrook is considering leasing onrreseri.re land as depot 

space for transport companies. 	Situated adjacent to the 

Truro Industrial 

potential. Funds 

parking and for 

Park this opportunity should have good 

will be required to make improvements, to 

construction of building(s) for truck 

'storage. The potential for attracting such outside business 

to other reserves has not been considered to date, in any 

detail, by these reserves. 

3.8 Other Small Business Opportunities  

Other small business opportunities identified by reserve 

individuals incl .uded 4 addressed to carpentry and wood-

working (reflecting the training' and experienc'e of the 

labour force obtained through the housing building program 

on reserves). Again capital costs would be minimal, with 

the greater concern being the demand for the services, 

particularly in the surrounding vicinity. The types of 

products or woodworking services for which thera is demand 

would have to be identified through a market anlysis. A 

fifth . potential opportunity (excavation business/Afton) 

would also require market analysis and in addition, capital 

for basic machinery including backhoe, loader  and ,dump 

truck. 

Three additional ideas emerged from Shubenacadie - a trout 

farm, piggery and broiler chicken operation. Each of these 
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ideas are major undertakings requiring extensive capital 
investment and contingent upon many factors (e.g. training, 

markets, management) for their success. Each of the ideas 

would require extensive feasibility analysis before they can 

be seen to be realistic opportunities. 

3.9 Native Consulting Business  

Throughout the course of the study there has been discussion 

from various sources concerning the_potential for a native 

consulting firm. It was identified as an opportunity by 

Millbrook, and by members within the UNSI and its executive. 

It is clear that many thousands of dollars are spent on 

consulting studies carried out by non-native firms,.and that 
'many more studies will be carried out (or should be carried 

out as .has been pointed out in this chapter). Tliere are 

native people within Nova Scotia with background in business 

administration, management and previous consulting experi-

ence who could consider initiating their own consulting 

business. To obtain the credibility required of consulting 

firms, the new venture could consider sub-contracting native 

cons.ulting expertise available elsewhere in Canada; local 

non-native personnel on an as-required basis; or apprentice-

ship periods with western firms and local non-native firms; 

or any such combination. There is no question that a need 

exists for a Native consulting firm in Atlantic Canada, both 

as an economic opportunity and as a mechanism for Native 

people to build up an expertise in economic development and 

planning. 

General Assessment  

Many of the opportunities listed in Exhibit 2 would, on the 

surface, appear to be realistic and workable ventures; 

fuller feasibility and/or market analyses should be 

conducted for several of the opportunities, including for 

instance, 
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. Afton gas station/auto body shop

. Afton excavation company

. Bear River artifacts production (some prototypes are

available)

. Spring water bottling

. Native consulting firm

. Micmac museum

. Pictou landing fisheries expansion and processing

plant _

. Bean sprout operations

. Whycocomagh, Island recreation park and campground.

. Sand and gravel operation at Gold River

Most of the opportunities identified are small-scale in

nature, capable of employing one or two individuals, with

some being strictly seasonal. Most of the opportunities

would not substitute for a full-time job and would require

to be part of another set of job opportunities very typical

of an Atlantic rural lifestyle. Many of the opportunities

could be de-scribed as belonging to an alternate economy, one

not-traditionally serviced by sources such as DREE,,.ITC, and

the N.S. Department of Development'which have generally been

more gearèd towards capital intensive urban development

opportunities than towards the individual réquiring funds

for a snowtobile or backhoe. The exceptions lie in the

manufacturing opportunities which have been identified and

funded through LEAP; and in leasing of reserve land to

outside companies and businesses.

The process of reserve visits to identify opportunities has

resulted primarily in opportunities and projects t,o be

exploited on-reserve. A number of additional opportunities,

off-reserve, have been suggested by the UNSI economic

development worker for consideration. These include the

establishment of a native owned and operated retail outlet

i
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J for groceries and other goods in Sydney to service particu-
, 	 larly the three area reserves as well as Sydney non-native 

il 	
residents. 	Additional possibilities include projects aimed 

■ 	 at servicing manufacturing plants located near reserves, 
, 

' 11 	
e.g. providing trucking services to Michelin, or establish- 

ing a small restaurant close to Michelin (Cambrldge band); 

I or in training the reserve labour force in areas required to 

service off-shore rigs. 	Other opportunities may exist at 
, the Yarmouth and Digby ferry terminals for native-run craft 

II. 	 businesses to exploit the tourist market there. 
, 

i 1 	The opportunities discussed in this chapter are by no means 

- ;-' 	all-inclusive; there remains a process to be initiated at 

the band level supported by the necessary expertise and 

planning funds which will provide a proper framework out of 

which further opportunities will be identified. This 

proces would include a complete resource analysis for 

reserves to include agricultural, forest, marine, mineral, 

tourist and industrial assessments; assessment of each 

reserve for its ability to provide services to off-reserve 

businesses in nearby communities; and identification of 

possibilities for native-run businesses off-reserve. 

Finally,  the point was made by 'band staff that several 

individuals on reserves may have ideas for possible business 

opportunitie s .  but have not pursued them due to past 

frustration  à experienced when attempting access to funding; 
and to the lack of a clearly identifiable structure, program 

- 
or group readily accessible whose mandate it is to provide 

information and/or advice regarding small business. 

1 
1 

1 
1 

1 

1 
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4. FUNDING SOURCES AND PROGRAMS  

This chapter presents a brief review of federal and 

provincial programs of relevance or potential relevance to 

Native economic development. The main concern of this 

review has been to document what funding is available to 

Nova Scotia status Indians and its adequacy -for meeting 

development objectives. 

4.1 Federal Programs* 

4.1.1 Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development  

The main federal economic development programs  used  by 

'Native people have been administered through the Department 

of Indian Affairs (DIAND). 

However, over the past five to six years, DIAND has cut back 

considerably in its funding of economic development. 

Budgets have generally been cut back in all prograM areas 

and since economic development is the discretionary portion 

of .the DIAND budget, funds have been transferred from 

economic development programs  to  meet shortfalls in 

education, 'health care and welfare budgets. 

In the Atlantic region about $16 million was budgeted over 

the past year for all DIAND programming. Less than 3% of 

this total budget was allocated to economic ,development 

funding. The regional budget to assist privjte entre-

preneurs with new or ongoing businesses (IEDF) was about 

$420,000 this past year. Band work process funds for 

community development projects were about $418,000  for, Nova  

Scotia. 

A more complete list of Federal business incentives 
programming is presented in tabular form as Appendix C. 
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The Department's role and philosophy appears to have changed

from one of initiating development projects, and providing

"seed money" for development, to providing short-fall funds

for projects initiated by the bands, where the bulk of the

funds are provided by another federal governme-nt source.

There is some evidence that this is taking place simply

because increasing welfare and education costs are taking up

most of the budget. On the other hand, it may also have

reflected a conscious Government dectsion for the Department

to begin to get out of the business of economic development

entirely.

At present, -DIAND provides development funds to Nova Scotia

bands and entrepreneurs primarily through the Indian

Economic Development Fund (IEDF) and the Band Work Process,

but also to some extent through the Regional Work Incentive
..-^

Scheme, and the Work Opportunity Program.

Indian Economic Development Fund (IEDF): In one form or

another, direct government fùnding in support of Indian

econ•omic development has been in place since the 1950's

(then the Revolving fund, now the-Indian Economic Develop-

ment Fund). The IEDF, the principal direct mechanism for

Indian economic development, consists nationally of:

a Direct Loan Fund ($70 million);

a Guaranteed Loan Fund ($30 million), wilh

loans negotiated through commercial lending

agencies at commercial rates and terms; and

Parliamentary Appropriations (1979-80 -

$53.9 million).
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In the Atlantic region about $420,000 was allocated last 

year to IEDF. The objective of the IEDF has been to assist 

Indian economic development by meeting perceived limitations 

in Indian access to traditional financing mechanisms. 	The 

funds have been directed at business development either with 

contributions or loans. 

I A number of other DIAND programs are available which are 
1 

The Regional Development Scheme  was designed to assist the 

Indian people in gaining economic self-sufficiency as well 

as mobilizing and vitalizing available developmental 

services. -The Scheme is directed at social aSsistance 

* recipients and provides an incentive to generate income, by 

not setting the full amount of income earned against social 

assistance entitlement. 

Extensive evaluations  of this program were conducted in 

three Regions of Canada. It was found that few'social 

assistance recipients have had the opportunity to use the 

program since only a limited number of jobs are ava•lable to 

which the Scheme could be applied. The Scheme Was criti-

cized for *favouring heads of families over young single 

adults. 

The Work Opportunity Program,  developed in 1972, was created 

to provide unemployed but employable Indian people on social 

assistance, with access to employment opportunitres in the 

form of labour intensive community projects. Most of the 

cost of the program was to be borne by social assistance 

transfers, as participants would be paid the equivalent of 

what they would have received on social assistance. In the 

long-run it was hoped that the program would reduce depen-

dency on social assistance by increasing the community's 

ability to create jobs, and to train individuals who would 

be able to obtain employment off the reserve. 

directed at community developmental goals. 
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The separate evaluations of this program in three regions 

found that although the majority of bands had made use of 

the program, the number of jobs were too few and too short 

in duration to make much of a developmental impact on 

reserves. Most of the projects were directed_at housing 

repair and improvement. Again, the Program seemed to favour 

heads of families since they brought more social assistance 

dollars to the program. 

The Band Work Process,  introduced in 1976, was designed to 

assist bands in taking a more coordinated and planned 

approach to development. The BWP authority provides the 

means to consolidate funds from various government programs 

while the BWP funds are used to suppoxt the planning process 

within  •a Band. It was anticipated that eventually this 

plannéd development would lead to job creation, community 

development, increased job skills and a decrease in 

dependency on social assistance. 

The program was announced with much promise, but has been 

greatly underfunàed. Its basic premise of providing "seed 

money" to . encourage outside funding from other sources has 

not been acceptable to all bands. 

The intent ànd requirements behind the program have not been 

implemented in most cases. 	Bands have not produced 
./Mlb 

community development strategies as required by the program. 

Systemmatic criteria for funding projects  have '  not been 

developed or consistently adhered to. The program has moved 

away from the provision of seed money to the provision of 

shortfall funding. 

Over the past year, BWP funds were allocated in Nova Scotia 

as follows: 

1 
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13 employers received training on the job 

(TOJ) funding for placement of unemployed 

persons. CEIC provided 65% of wages in the 

TOJ program, and DIAND made up the remaining 

35%. A total of $20,000 was expended for 

this purpose, in Nova Scotia last yeer, 

toward a total of 28 jobs. 

$25,000 was spent for assisting people with 

special needs (e.g., for _tools, fishing 

nets) (about $200 per individual). 

$180,000 	provided 	the 	administrative 

expénses for 9 band development workers 

across the province. 

the remainder was used as "short fall 

funding" for projects on reserves, in 

situations where the bulk of the funding 

came from CEIC programs, (e.g., LEAP), 

Secretary of State, Department of Fisheries, 

or Ministry of State for Economic Develop-

ment. 

4.1.2 Canada Employment and Immigration (CEIC)  

Native people across Canada have taken advantage of CEIC 
IMO 

programming directed at short-term and lon,g-term job 

creation, and job training. These include Canada Community 

Development Projects (CCDP), Local Employment Assistance 

Program (LEAP), Canada Community Services Projects, and a 

Summer Employment Program. Each is briefly described below. 

Canada Community Development Project (CCDP): 	This program 

replaces the Canada Works, LIP, and other CEIC short term 

job creation programs. Funding has decreased over the past 
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two years from about 11 million for Nova Scota in the late

70's to 8.2 million in 1980 and 8.9 million in 1981. A part

of these funds is specifically allocated for Natives, with

$42,000 designated this year for status Indians and $48,000

for non-status Indians. These programs have been well

subscribed to by Native people. Last year, whi-le $78,000

was allocated for status and non-status Indians, $845,997

was actually received by this group. The main use-of CCDP

funds by bands has been for the labour. component of housing

construction projects. A small amount was also provided to

the MicMac Arts and Crafts Association and the Native Womens

Association.

Local Employment Assistance Program: A total of 2.4 million

has been allocated to Nova Scotia for LEAP projects, for the

current-fiscal year. Of this amount $477 thousand has been

committed' for status Indian groups and $672 thousand for

non-status groups. Because of the current philosophy and

thrust of CEIC toward more long term job creation programs,

it is anticipated that the funding for the LEAP program will

increase over the next few years. There are two types of

LEAP projects - retention projects and preparation projects.

Most are of the retention type, where funds are available

for three years.

LEAP projects are primarily involved with certain target

group employees; and they are not allowed to provide unfair

competition to private industry.

LEAP does not hold all the answers to the problems of

funding economic development projects. Reserves with a

small population base, for example, will probably not be

eligible for LEAP funding as LEAP requires a minimum of five

employees per project. Experience has demonstrated a

turnover for employees on LEAP projects which necessitates a

community population large enough to guarantee a labour
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pool. 	Further, LEAP only can contribute up to $30,000 for 

capital costs for any one project. 	Projects requiring 

higher capital costs may not be fundable under LEAP unless 

ether funders can be found willing to piggy-back on LEAP 

funding. 

Canada Community Services Projects: 	This 'program is 

designed to fund non-profit volunteer associations for up to 

three years. 	The total Nova Scotia budget last year was 

$240,000 from which 30 projects were approved. 	Only one 

native project (court workers) was funded under this 

program. 

Summer Emplôyment Program: This program provides short-term 

• job creation projects for students during the summer. About 

$3 million was available in Nova Scotia in 1981. Of this, 

$835 thousand was available under the federal stream, 

allocated through other departments (e.g. DIAND, Health and 

Welfare) and $2.3 million was provided under the community 

stream. $184 thousand was approved for status Indians under 

the federal stream, distributed primarily through Indian 

Affairs, and some through Health and Welfare. $79,300 was 

allocated to band councils through the community stream, 

primarily  for  recreation and senior citizen projects. The 

emphasis has been on social development projeCts - recrea-

tion, day 'care, social services - rather than on job 

creation or .  economic development. 

4.1.3 Department of Regional Economic Expansion (bREE)  

DREE has provided most of its funds directly to the Province 

through the General Development Agreement. The objectives 

of the GDA  with Nova Scotia are to: 

encourage the expansion or maintenance of viable, 

long-term employment opportunities and optimum quality 

of life within Nova Scotia; 
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increase the earned incomes of the people in Nova 

Scotia; and, 

assist in the development of a dynamic and creative 

provincial economy which will enocurage the-growth and 

stability of economic activity in Nova Scotia. 

Under the GDA, programs in Tourism, Forestry, Energy, 

Agriculture, etc. have been carried—out olier the past 5 to 

10 years. The GDA process is presently under review by the 

Federal Government. It is likely that in future more 

regional programming will be administered directly through 

Federal depàrtments or agencies. Bands in Nova Scotia  have 

started to take advantage of the GDA for Forestry and should 

be encouraged to explore possibilities for funding under the 

Tourism Agreement shoul0 it be continued. 

DREE has in the past been directly involved in a number of 

economic development programs, some specifically for Native 

peoples. The Regional Development Incentives program (RDIA) 

provides funds directly to local businesses and eligible 

regional projects. Although the program has not been 

tailored for or used, to date, by Nova Scotia Native 

businessmen, it could be utilized by native entrepreneurs. 

Special ARDA (Agricultural Rehabilitation Development Act) 

and the Western Northlands Agreements have been widely used 

by Native peoples in the Western Provinces - Manitoba, 

Saskatchewan and British Columbia -, and in the North. 

Because of the attempt to draft a Special ARDA Agreement in 

Nova Scotia, about five years ago, and because the possible 

extension of some form of special ARDA agreement to Nova 

Scotia was a basis  for : present study, a brief history 

and overview of Special ARDA (including Western Northlands 

Agreements) is presented in Appendix D. A review of the 
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results of evaluation of the Saskatchewan and British 

Columbia experience with Special ARDA is also presented. 

From these evaluations, it appears that Special ARDA in the 

Western provinces has been, on balance, a positive experi-

ence for the Native people in those areas. However, it is 

to be viewed largely as an interim  mesure, and not in 

itself a solution to the social and econom-ic problems 

confronting Canada's native peoples. 

The Saskatchewan experience demonstrated that  the program 

worked best in non-status and Metis communities, rather than 

on reserves, in medium sized communities not near an urban 

center, rather than in the most urban or most remote 

communities". 	However, Northern Saskatchewan has been 

experiencing a minor economic boom. 	Many of the projects 

undertaken were one-time opportunities exploited by the 

Natives with the assistance of Special ARDA, rather than 

only by  non-natives (as might have been more probable 

without Special ARDA). In Saskatchewan the best successes 

took place in the more integrated communities - communities 

with a community focus - a central commercial area or the 

like-. If Nova Scotia groups  • were to consider implementing 

a similar agreement, the experience of the operation for the 

past decade' in the West should be carefully examined before 

setting out the  terms of such an agreement. 

4.1.4 Federal Business Development Bank  

Although technically available for Indian projects, Native 

people in Nova Scotia have to date, made little, if any, use 

of FBDB financial assistance. FBDB funds are seen to have 

too stringent equity requirements and high interest rates. 

FBDB non-financial business services - management infor-

mation services and assistance (e.g. CASE program) should be 

utilized further by Native businessmen or community leaders. 
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4.2 Provincial Programs

The Nova Scotia Government has a number of programs for,

business development, although none are specifically

designed to meet the needs of native peoples. Though

supposedly eligible for these programs, Indians in Nova

Scotia have made little use of them in the past in. part

because economic development of Indian reserves has been. -

seen by the Province to be primarily a federal concern and

responsibility. The Provincial Progxams have not generally

been tailored toward the needs of Native people and are

often not appropriate. A number of programs of potential

relevance to economic development of Nova Scotia reserves

are summarized below.

It is interesting to note, however, that since the beginning

of this present report's preparation, at least 10 native

entrepreneurs have approached the N.S. Department of Devel-

opment for funding under three programs (Trade Expansion

Program, Opportunity Identification Program and::Product

Development Program). Of the 10 applicants, nine were

approved receiving amounts from $528 up to $10,000. The

average amount was in the range of $2,000 for consulting

assistance.

Task Force I'ndustry Program: The purpose of this program is

to create new incremental private sector jobs. through

assistance to businesses willing and able to expand their
1

work force. Those eligible for this program include

manufacturers, processors and selected services (primarily

services to business), service industries (not including

personal servi.ce, construction industry, and employees

working on commission) and tourist related operations.

The employer is obligated to provide a job for a minimum of

35 hours per week for a minimum of 16 weeks. The Province
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will pay 50% of the new employee's wages up to a maximum 

subsidy of $75/week. Assistance is available up to 32 weeks 

for a total subsidy of $2,400 for each new job created. 

Rural Industry Program (RIP):  The objective of this program 

is to help industries establish or expand in rural areas to 

create job opportunities for rural Nova Scotians. Individ-

uals, private and public companies, and co-operatives are 

eligible for the program as long as their projects provide 

employment for rural Nova Scotians. _Assistance is available 

to establish, expand or modernize any commercial undertaking 

engaged in the utilization of primary resources; processing; 

manufacturing and selected services. Provincial assistance 

is in the form of a discretionary grant and may vary by 

• project. 	Usually, assistance can cover up to 50% of the 

total capital costs up to a maximum of $10,000. 

-e- 

Industrial Loan Program: 	Under this program loans are 

available to finance fixed assets for processing businesses, 

fish plants, lobster pounds, saw and planing mills and other 

industries related to the natural resource sector. Loans 

are-available up to 75% of the value of the project with 

terms up to a maximum of 20 years. -  

Tourism Industry Loan Program: 	The purpose of- this program 

is to provide loans to finance new construction or expansion 

of existing facilities on the fixed assets of hotels, 

motels, camp sites, restaurants and recreational facilities 

related to tourism. 	Loans are not available to purchase 

existing facilities nor are they available for projects in 

the Halifax Metro area. Financing is available up to a 

maximum of 75% of the value of the program with terms not to 

exceed 20 years. 

Small Business Financing Program: 	The program is designed 

to provide financing or supplementary funds (loans) to new 

( 
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or expanding small industries engaged in manufacturing, 

processing (and related support services) and selected 

service industries*. Assistance is 

available to those enterprises whose annual sales volume 

does not exceed $1,000,000. The amount of assistance 

required must not exceed $250,000 and terms are a-vailable up 

to a maximum of 20 years. 

General Development Program: 	The objective of this program 

is to provide financing to new or_expanding manufacturing 

industries. 	A minimum of $250,000 in loan financing is 

available under this program. 	Industrial Estates Ltd. will 

finance up to 100% of the land and buildings and 60% of the 

production equipment. 	Repayment is generally on a 20 year 

term. 	IEL will also provide additional assistance to meet 

specific needs to ensure the continued success of the 

oPeration. 

Small Business Development Corporation: 	The Small Business 

Development Corporation provides financing to small 

enterprises wishing to start up, expand or modernize. 	Any 

proprietorship, partnership, cooperative or corporation is 

eligible if sales are less than $2 million per year; the 

establishment has less than 50 employees; required financing 

is more that $5,000 but less than $250,000. Financing may 

be used f o i. buildings, equipment and other fixed assets. 

Term loans are secured by fixed assets and repayment terms - 
are flexible, depending on individual cases. 

non-urban 

: «ee  

Including machine shops, rebuilding and repair opera- 
tions, handcraft activities, commercial job printing, 
dry cleaning, bakeries, furniture upholstery, etc. 

II 
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4.3 Adequacy of Funds and Funding Programs

The Department of Indian Affairs has long been the major

source used by Native people for economic development, as

well as almost all other forms of programming. _This is in

part due to a long historical process, where other forms of

programming and assistance (particularly through provincial

and municipal governments) available.to other Canadians,

were not provided to Native peopLe on reserves. DIAND

substituted a whole range of programs and services, and a

mutual dependency relationship evolved. Some Native leaders

have even expressed strong views on refusing to seek or

receive funds through other sources because it may serve to

undermine the responsibility of the Federal Government and

the Department of Indian Affairs.

z,;
However, it is generally agreed that the level of funding

available to Nova Scotia reserves through the Department of

Indian Affairs, for developmental purposes is inadequate.

Work started in the early 1970's on opportunity identifica-

tion, resource analyses, feasibility and market analyses,

have all but stopped. (Some feasibility funds for potential

manufacturing projects have been provided through LEAP).

Tourism or resource opportunities identified up to 10 years

ago are somètimes still discussed, but, due to scarcity of

funds, either for studies or projects, the process of

further investigating these opportunities has simply

stopped. Meanwhile, business or project funâing from

private lenders and conventional sources is largely

unavailable in part due to the Native businessman's

inability to provide collateral, and in part because of the

special status of reserves and the unwillingness of most

Natives to incorporate their businesses.

I
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It is evident that provincial programs have been little used 

by Native peoples, in large part because funds are primarily 

loans to be repaid and because of equity requirements more 

stringent than most Native projects are able to provide. 

Coordination with federal departments and "piggybacking" of 

funds has not been taking place largely because the Province 

has taken the position that status Indians are the responsi- 

bility of the federal government and the Indians (because of - 

Constitutional considerations) have traditionally been 

reluctant to involve the Province in_their *affairs. 

a- 
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5. BARRIERS TO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ON NOVA SCOTIA RESERVES  

Social and economic development on Indian reserves, as a 

process of "catching up", of achieving similar standards of 

living to other e Canadians, and of alleviating the severe 

unemployment problems, and the social problems_associated 

with poverty and dependency, has been proceeding rather 

slowly. Without delineating all the historical, political 

and socio-cultural reasons for this, this chapter briefly 

outlines some of the barriers to economicAevelopment that 

should be kept in mind when structuring any new programming 

for social or economic development. These barriers have 

been discussed under the following headings: 

Labour Market Barriers 

Resources and Location Barriers 

Labour Force Barriers 
se -e- 

Financial Barriers 

In general, it is the existence of barriers or the combina- 

tion of barriers in all the above areas that has resulted in 

the . continuing *cycle of relative underdevelopment. 	At 

Canadian economy. 

"Indian people lack the 

The 1976 Task Force concluded, 

capital and the institutions capable 

the 

of mobilizing capital and technology, of gaining access to 

markets, and of managing economic activity. Without these 

capabilities, they have little hope of copirig in the 

contemporary economic system. Living as they do at the 

periphery of the economic system, the economic situation of 

Indian people is a direct consequence of the economiç and 

institutional environment. 

Public policies and government programs reflect the 

individualistic attitudes of Canadian society and are 
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inappropriate to all but a small minority of Indian people. 

This emphasis upon individualistic programming has been 

debilitating to Indian people and communities. Both levels 

of government have failed to recognize the special circum-

stances of Indian people or to take cognizance of Indian 

aspirations." 

All the reasons for small business failures -- inadequate 

marketing, inventory accounting and costing of inputs; poor 

pricing policies; low management _expertise and labour 

productivity; cash flow problems and the like -- apply to 

native small business. In addition, a number of other 

factors contribute to difficulties of native businesses: 

for instance, the joint or band ownership of reserve land, 

such that band councils and politics generally, are involved 

in business decisions of individuals; the involvement of the 

Department of Indian Affairs in most such activities; the 

Federal status of Indians tending to close off various 

provincial assistance mechanisms; the lack of access to 

conventional lending sources because of legal problems with 

using reserve lands or buildings as collateral; and the 

whol.e range of 'problems associated with poverty -- low 

levels of work experience, poor work habits, welfare 

dependency and the like. Any new business on the reserve 

generally starts with the major disadvantage that all those 

involved entrepreneur, managers, salespersons, and 

workers need to be trained. 	If an outside manager is 

brought in to oversee the project he or she faces certain 

cross-cultural barriers. 

Wages and the securing of a labour force, must compete with 

an entrenched welfare system. 	A person with a family may 

receive a welfare supplement (of 50% of his original welfare 

allowance) for one year. 	After this time his social 

assistance will be discontinued. 	In many cases, depending 

on the wages paid and the size of one's family, the welfare' 
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entitlement will exceed or equal the wages paid. Even when

wages are considerably higher, the additional daycare

expenses and transportation costs (if daycare or the job is

off-reserve) may well exceed the difference between social

assistance and wages. For these persons there is a

disincentive to take employment. For these reasons, the

labour force for most projects is drawn largely- from single

persons (eligible for low amounts of social assistance).

Both in Native and non-Native communities this segment of

the labour force tends to be somewhat less productive and

more'unstable -- more mobile, and less committed over the

long term.

5.1 Labour-Market Barriers

The labour market in the rural aireas where most Nova Scotia

reserves are located tends to be fairly limited, and

competition for jobs is high. Several of the reserves are

located near larger urban centers -- Sydney and Truro.

Sydney, is a particularly high unemployment area, as is Cape

Breton generally. The industrial and service jobs available

in t.hese locations have been viewed as largely inaccessable

to Native people, due to discrimination and prejudice on the

part of the White Community, and severe competition for

jobs. There are seen to be fairly severe cultural barriers

to cross before obtaining permanent employment off reserve.

On the other hand, some persons from Millbrook have been

successfully employed in jobs in Truro, consil•stently for

some years..

Most of the other reserves are located some distance from

urban areas and the costs of community to jobs act as an

impediment to employment. Further the jobs available and

obtainable in the rural areas tend to be seasonal, and

marginal in terms of remuneration.
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5.2 Resources and Location Barriers  

"Most of the Indians of Canada live today where they were 

directed to live more than a hundred years ago. This 

residence pattern is the first and perhaps most pervasive 

result of the imposition of an external system on Indian 

life. Many reserves throughout Canada (and Nova Scotia) are 

in relatively remote areas, at some distance from major 

urban centers, or even from small towns. 

There is much evidence to support the conclusion that 

Indians prefer to live close to the land, on the reserve if 

they can. Nevertheless, there has been a marked trend to 

off-reserve-living in the past few years so that nbw almost 

one third of the registered Indian population lives off the 

reserve. (30% of Nova Scotia status population in 1975). 

An examination of the population figures on reserves shows 

them to be fairly  stable  through time in most areas of 

Canada. This suggests the conclusion that at the current 

level of economic development, the reserves can only support 

a certain number of people and that population increase 

forces the excesS to live elsewhere". 

The primary resource extraction activities upon which most 

Native communities have been based, have become increasingly 

marginal  to  the Canadian economy over the past decades. 

Alternative economic opportunities, however, are usually 

quite limited by the locations of reserves. As pointed out 

in Chapter 3, the potential resource base of rove Scotia 

reserves is not fully known. Few studies have been 

conducted to outline the forestry, mineral, fishing, 

agricultural and other potential of reserve lands. As well, 

no programs are in place to cultivate or conserve the 

forestry and other resources. 
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5.3 Labour Force Barriers  

As discussed in Chapter 2, the Native labour force continues 

to be less education and to lack technical and technological 

training to the level of journeyman, or professional 

training. For instance, though many have training in 

carpentry and woodworking, few have the papers und certifi-

cation to allow them to sell these skills off-reserve. 

The mix of occupations and training among the Nova Scotia 

Native labour force is very limited, and many useful 

marketable skills -- manager, accountant, mechanic, teacher, 

_ 	counsellor, surveyor, entrepreneur -- are not readily 
• 	. available on most reserves. 

Both for new projects on-reserve or for placement in 

off-rèserve jobs, much of the Native labour force presently 

lacks the work experrence/work habits required by the job. 

As well, a prospective employer must complete with the 

exigencies of the welfare system. 

"Once started, it is extremely difficult to break, free of 

the welfare cycle. 	Apathy becombs a way of cOping with 

despair and the stigma of "failure". 	Social assistance 

levels (as well as some of the support levels'of community 

employment programs) which maintain people below the poverty 

line only serve to reinforce the cycle. 

In sum, the social assistance system is oriented ft, treating 

individuals and their problems; social assistance programs 

are  flot designed to assist Indian people to cope with their 

social and economic difficulties". 

Because of the low level of wages usually available in rural 

areas for persons with low levels of job skills and 

training, there may be little financial incentive to take 
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work. With daycare or baby-sitting costs, transportation

and other expenses associated with employment, it is quite

possible for a person taking employment to be financially

worse off. Thus, the cycle of welfare dependency and low

job skills and experience is continually reinforced.

Training Programs: "However well-intentioned, training

programs cannot be viewed as an end in themselves.but only

as a means to economic development. All too frequently,

training programs have been relatively unproductive or even

counterproductive, simply because the end product, i.e.

obtaining a regular job, was unattainable. The expectations

of all concerned could not be met, given the limited

employment opportunities in the reserve community (or the

surrounding area).

Occupational training frequently requires migration to an

urban centre and confrontation with the social, economic and

cultural barriers to adjustment into the urban environment.

Unless there is an immediate potential to utilize and

develop the skill acquired, the value of the occupational

training is soon lost. Meanwhile, the trainee becomes

frustrated as a result of the expèrience. The traditional

economic activities have been disrupted by a program that

had little meaning to the individual, except that it might

have appealed to a general desire for an improved economic

situation.

The present system of manpower services presûmes that

individuals can take part in training programs, move to a

suitable city, obtain a job, and adjust in a relatively

short space of time to the new socio-economic environment.

The individualistic approach of these programs reflects the

individualism of Canadian society. As with the economic

development programs, this individualistic approach is

inappropriate to all but a small minority of Indian people.
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Moreover, manpower training and labour force migration 

siphon off some of the communities' vital human resources. 

The age and skill distribution of the community labour force 

that remains after out-migration becomes an additional 

barrier to community socio-economic development." 

Training, as an end in itself and not integrated with an 

overall development program, and job creation or placement 

scheme is not likely to have very positive results for the 

individuals or communities involved. The SARDA evaluations 

and some LEAP evaluations have demonstrated, however, that 

on-the-job training is also not usually a very effective 

means to train a labour force. The manager, concenti.ating 

on productivity and viability may lack the time, Skills or 

* motivation to provide transferrable skills to employees. 

At bedt, training should be tied to a specific job oppor- 

tunity; occupational -graining should not be undertaken as an 

end in itself, without some reasonable assurance of a 

long-term job at the end of it. 

5.4.. Financial Barriers  

Over the past five years or so, there have been few funds 

available to Nova Scotia Indians in support of socio-

economic development projects -- neither for band initia-

tives, nor for individual small businesses. The early to 

mid seventies, however, were a period of risimg expecta-

tions, during which the Department of Indiarà Affairs 

provided considerable funds for economic development. The 

Indians continued to look to the Department and compete 

among themselves for a greatly diminished and fast dwindling 

pool of development project funds. 

Funds from other sources are also limited. 	Conventional 

lenders and even the Federal Business Development Bank 
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require considerable collateral up front, and personal 

equity before providing funds. 	Assets on the reserve -- 

land, buildings, and equipment 

acceptable as assets because of the special status of 

Canada's native people and of reserve land. Because of 

collective ownership, Federal status under the _Indian Act 

and other factors, it is generally difficult for a mortgage 

owner to seize the company's assets on Indian land. For 

this reason these conventional sources of funds are 

generally unavailable to Native people. 

Provincial funds for projects (e.g., The Small Business 

Financing Program) or federal funds provided to the Province 

through the- General Development  Agreements are hot veri 

accessible to Native people. Provincial program funds are 

usually. limited, with many individuals and communities 

competing for them. As the Province views Native people to 

be a Federal responsi"Sility, Native projects are given low, 

(i• any) priority for these funds, or, at best, given no 

special consideration but made to compete with all other 

applicants. 

Funds thrôugh Federal programs other than Indian Affairs, 

are usually not tailored to meet the particular needs of 

Native people. 	They usually require a higher amount of 

equity than-  Native entrepreneurs or bands can supply. 	No 

source provides funds to buy inventories, or to deal with 

cash flow problems. In addition to the actual level of 

funds -  available to Native development and businëss initi-

atives, there are other barriers associated with how funds 

are allocated, the associated terms and conditions, 

administrative handling of funds, and the knowledge and 

effort required to access available funds. 

are generally not 
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The problems of coordinating several government departments 

and funding sources (e.g. CEIC, DREE, DIAND, Health and 

Welfare), of coping with their differing equity require-

ments, application formats, time frames, and eligibility 

rules, were frequently mentioned. The associated unpredict-

ability of funding from one year to the next because most 

programs operate on annual budgets, interferês with the 

ability of bands or individual businessmen to plan for the 

future, or to have any security that the operation will be 

in existence from one year to the nex-t: 

It was also suggested in interviews with Indian leaders and 

businessmen that those in Indian Affairs or other programs 

were usuallSr too remote from the day to day operations and 

contingencies of the project to realize when a project was 

underfunded, or floundering due to unforeseen or unavoidable 

circumstances. This Lack of flexibility of funding in the 

early stages of a project is often then interpreted as 

mis-management of funds.* 

I * 	Most of this discussion of barriers is based upon 
. 	 'discussions with band staff and UNSI staff: 	Some 

ill 	
relevant sections have been quoted from The Task Force  
Study,  1976. ; i 

; 
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6. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

6.1 Development Potential of Nova Scotia Reserves  

Our conclusions about the resources and development 

potential of Nova Scotia reserves, are that in - part, the 

potential of the reserves is indeterminant awaiting further 

studies, and, in part, there now exists a set of opPortuni-

ties of several types that bear further exploration and 

development.  Thèse  opportunities  are  not restricted to any 

one sector, or in any one area - e.g. natural resources 

development, manufacturing, acquiring off-reserve businesses 

or employment. Rather, bands have the greatest chance of 

developing iheir potential if they develop a number of areas 

together, to diversify and improve the overall economic 

cirdumstances and options available on the reserve. 

!r -ce 
It should be recognized that the economy of reserves is an 

exaggerated version of the economy of the outlying rural 

communities throughout Atlantic Canada, where families are 

often not dependent upon one source of income for their 

livélihood but rather are involved in a number of economic 

and supplementary activities, some seasonal and marginal in 

the return they provide, and frequently include unemployment 

insurance and. other transfer payments as family income 

sources. Most of the bands in Nova Scotia have indivi-

duels/families involved in seasonal activities such as 

woodcutting, Christmas trees, wreaths, basket making, 

trapping and hunting as supplements to other forms of 

income, including social assistance. These activities are 

integral components to the rural lifestyle of the region and 

should be recognized as such. (For instance, there should 

be a review of the present policy that any individual 

selling reserve-cut hardwood off-reserve must have a permit, 

assigned by both band council and DIAND). 
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The present UNSI executive recognizes the significance of

these traditional pursuits and supports the development of

this kind of opportunity, so widely identified in the course

of this study. The UNSI is taking appropriate steps towards

strengthening the economic potential of these marginal

resource based activities through., for example-; investi-

gating all available market sources, processing and delivery

systems in support of a centralized operation for Christmas

trees and wreaths. The establishment of a Native Trappers

Association to inprove marketing an4 ensure top prices, is

another example of support for this type of opportunity.

The facts that only 3.6% of the total Canadian population

tend to initiate small business ventures, that of all small

businesses started, only 15% ever become operational, and

that only one third of these survive beyond 5 years, should

be taken into conside-r.,gtion in evaluating the developmental

potential of reserves on a small business base. Further the

question should be asked whether it is either realistic or

fair to expect a great deal of small business development to

occur within the present economic climate of high interest

ratès, and pooor business prospects. Some oppo'rtunities

clearly exist in the form of small grocery or convenience

stores; gas pumps/auto body shops; hair dressers; local

tradesmen (ele.ctricians, carpenters) on reserves.with a

large enough population to support them. But even in the

bigger reserves these businesses are unlikely to be able to

provide sufficient revenue to support a family.

Manufa-cturing is a relatively unexploited opportunity for

reserves and, as the LEAP feasibility studies show, offer

greater potential for full-time employment for larger.

numbers of people. Studies should be conducted to identify

other light manufacturing possibilities; in consultation

with reserve residents.
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The full potential of the reserves total land and water 

resources remains largely unknown. Bands need immediate 

access to expertise to carry out indepth analyses of their 

lands' full potential - agricultural, forest, marine, 

mineral and tourism. Little work has been done in this 

area, which in the opinion of the study team, is a priority 

if attempting to identify economic opportunities. ' 

Employment placement as opposed to —job cx:eation should be 

given greater emphasis. It has to be recognized that not 

all the labour force can expect to find employment on-

reserve - at least not in the forseeable future. Band 

leaders, s t aff  (popular education; employment officers; 

development workers) alone or in coordination with CEIC 

staff, .should much more vigorously pursue employment 

opportunities for native people in nearby communities. 

Affirmative action programs can be effectively utilized to 

this end, but the initiative must come from the individual 

bands and staff hired to further community development. 

6.2 - Adequacy of Present Funding and Programming 

The present level of economic development funding through 

Indian Affairs .and other Federal departments, and the level 

of planning support and other expertise available to Nova 

Scotia reserves is inadequate to overcome the existing 

barriers to economic and community development. It is 

evident that policies aimed at assimilation, urbanization or 

training, have not resulted in improving the material 

well-being of Indian people, or bringing about community 

development. Whatever assistance is allocated to Native 

people should now be used to provide Native people with the 

resources - natural, financial and support expertise for . 

Indian self-determination and self-development. 
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A large influx of incentives dollars at this time for 

individual businessmen would likely be of only temporary 

benefit and has the potential for increasing native people 

dependency rather than bringing about economic development 

of the reserves. 

Most of the opportunities identified at present are too 

small to beneficially absorb large amounts of dollars. They 

are also too small and not of a type to produce many 

permanent jobs. As well, as pointed ont in the SARDA 

evaluation studies, social adjustment measures should be an 

integral part of any economic development or employment 

creation efforts, for Native people at this time. 

6.3 The Need for a New Development Implementation Structure  

Perhaps most importantlj there is a need for infrastructure 

support which will allow more Native control over develop- 

ment resources and initiatives. 	There is considerable 

interest in the "community development corporation" (CDC) 

form of organization to deliver funds to potentially viable 

or socially desirable projects, and to provide various forms 

of planning and business expertise to local projects. An 

Indian Development Corporation, based upon the CDC model, 

and treating the status Indians of Nova Sc .otia as the 

"community"  of  interest could be established as a vehicle 

for uniting the Micmac people, and bringing about social and - 
economic development that is, to a much greater'.extent than 

ever before, Native controlled. 

There is considerable interest in the Federal Government at 

present, in the CDC form of organization. A new 'CEIC 

program, Local Economic Development Assistance Program 

(LEDA), was originally.conceived on the CDC model, and is 

experimenting with a form of the concept in thirteen 

communities across Canada, including four Native com-

munities. A working community development corporation has 
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been in existence in Guysborough for above five years. A

federation of community development corporations was

recently established, and claims a membership of several

hundred across Canada.

Generally speaking, a community development corporation is a

non-profit, profit-seeking organization set up by a

disadvantaged community to act as a catalyst for economic

development in poverty areas, to create and use private

enterprise income, as well as gove-rnment funding, and to

provide an independent flow of funds to finance activities

to meet the social needs of the community.

The CDC raises funds by pursuing venture capital; s1hort and

long-term loans; seed money from governments, foundations,

corporations and banks; and from sales of capital stock to

community residents. It uses the funds raised by these

means to develop the economic, human, and physical resources

of the community by investing in or making loans to a

variety of individuals, co-operatives and subsidiary

profit-oriented corporations whose activities are expected

to, benefit the community. These benefits to the community

are expected to accrue through the provision of ownership

and employment for residents, through developing employment

skills, and by bringing additional income into the com-

munity.

The essential characteristcs of CDC's can be summaried as.

follows:

they focus on economic development, provide

planning and technical assistance to local

entrepreneurs and invest in and operate local

businesses; -

I
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they are subject to local control; that is, they 

are controlled by re'sidents directly or through 

representatives selected. by residents; 

they use the profits or funds generated by their 

activities for local social goals. 

Some of the usual activities of CDC's, some problems 

sometimes encountered with the CDC model, and the potential 

role of governments in CDC's  are brie. fly outlined in 

Appendix E. 

Based upon our review of barriers to development, and the 

economic and social conditions of the Nova Scotia reserves, 

as well as on experience with the establishment or operation 

of similar development agencies, we suggest a number of 

principles to keep in„mind in considering this option for 

promoting development of the reserves. 

The agency should include and make available outside 

expertise as well as involving persons from the 

Native community. 

It is essential that the board not be political in 

naturel it should neither attempt to represent each 

of ihe 12 bands, nor be established as an arm of the 

UNSI. It should however try to include persons 

committed to development of the reserves and to 

local control. The UNSI could act as the elected 

body over the corporation, and appoint a majority on 

the board. This majority could then appoint outside 

members. 

It is especially important that the individual 

appointed as General Manager of the CDC be an expert 

in economic development. 
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Board membership from the community at large might 

include representatives from universities, other 

development agencies (e.g. FBDB, LEAP, DREE, DOD, 

DEVCO) on an ex officio basis, other Community 

Development agencies, or local bankers. Native 

participation could come from the manager of an 

existing Native business, a Union executive 

representative, a PEP worker and the like. 

Core funding should be made available for a small 

paid staff, and overhead. 

The - Indian development corporation would serve some 

of the functions of a bank, providing financial and 

investment expertise, venture capital, and some 

monitoring of„the investments made. Any profits 

from such a bank would be reinvested in other Native 

projects. 

The agency would also act as a repository of 

resource development and project planning expertise, 

hiring staff to carry out (or hire outside consul-

tants) feasibility analyses, market analyses, assist 

in developing appropriate business practices for a 

project, or the like. 

It is important that such a developmeni agency not 

replace or compete in function with band councils. 

Band councils, individuals, and various organized 

groups could apply to the development agency for 

financial and other developmental assistance. 

The community,development agency should not be 

confused with an agency that funds primarily 

community or social projects. The name does suggest 
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that projects with the potential to contribute on a

small or large scale to the overall development of

the reserve population, would be the priority,

rather than projects that would benefit a few at the

expense of others.

The mandate for the CDC might include particularly the

following areas:

manage and direct funds fo-r feasibility analysis,

and resource and market studies;

11

make investments in potenti4lly viable Native.

commercial enterprises;

coordinate funds for and invest in socio-economic

projects an.d infrastructure with government

departments and other agencies;

provide and coordinate the process of providing

development and business expertise to Native

projects. Act as a resource to development

workers, and training and employment staff;

act -as a communication link between native

entrepreneurs and private enterprise.

Further information on CDC's and how to begin implementing_

such a structure should be obtained from the experience of

other CDC's in Nova Scotia and on Indian reserves in other

parts of Canada.
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TERI'S or REFERENCE Schedule "A" 

1. 	 BACKGROUND 

Recent studies on socio-economic conditions among Canada's 

Native peoples have shown that labour free participation is about two thirds - 

the national average, and unemployment remains at 90 - 100% of working populatioi 

The resources of Indian reserves remain largely undevel-

oped. The use and dependancy upon social assistance among Indian .people has 

increased.dramatically from 36% fifteen years ago to between 50 and 70 per-

cent over the past three years. Though federal funds for development have 

increased over the past decade, development funding remains less than 10% 

of overall funding. 

To work, toward greater development of resources of Indian 

people, and incrëase employment /evels, the.Union of nova Scotia Indians is 

inn.restigating the advantages of, and likely impact of a Special Arda Agree-
ment for the Native people of Nova Scotia. In this regard a study is pro-

posed to collect all pertinentinformation, analyze, and assess the likely 

impact of such a Special Arda Agreement. 

2. 	 THE PROJECT 

2.1 Objectives  

a) To outline and assess the major socio-economic,devel- 

opment problems and issues for the twelve Nova Sco:t..ia reserves, including the 

need for development, and the .general potential for socio-economic develop-

ment of Indian reserves. (including education levels, skill levels, work 

experience of population) 

h) To make an assessment of available fuy:ls, and gaps 

and limitations of present.development funding sources. 

... 2 
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c) To prepare an inventory of potential development 

projects for the 12 Indian Bands in Nova Scotia and/or status Indians (both 

on and off reserve). For each project an assessment would be made of its 

impact on above development problems and issues, including number of jobs 

to be created and the like. As well, each project will be examined in the 

light of above resource and skill/experience limitations. The potential for 

funding of each project listed will also be evaluated. 

d) To develop the objectives and-elelMents of strategy 

in support of a special economic development program for Indian-Native people 

of each of the 12 Indian  Bands in Nova Scotia. 

• 3. 	METHODOLOGY  

3.1 Data Collection  

In general the data collection process will use.a combin-

ation of questionnaire, and review of available documents, and personal inter-

views with Indian Leadership,vernment Departments, and relevant financial 

institutions/sources. The following are examples of the types of information 
sought anri some of the data àources for•each: 

a) FROM INTERVIEWS WITH.BAND MANAGERS, BAND DEVELOPMENT 

OFFICERS, UNION DEVELOPMENT OFFICERS, DIAND BUSINESS SERVICES OFFICERS, BAND 

WORK PROCESS COMMITTEES AND OTHERS: A listing of projects considered but not 

yet developed to implementation stage. Suggestions as to projects likelito 
be submitted to a.Special Arda fund. 

h) REVIEW OF EXISTING OPPORTUNITY STUDIES' , FEASIBILITY 

STUDIES, COMMUNITY PROFILES, COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PLANS (IF AULABLE). 

c) FROM INTERVIEWS WITH PROVINCIAL AND FEDERAL DEPART-

MENTS INCLUDING CEIC (LEAP . AND CANADA WORKS), DEPARTMENT OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 

(ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM, BAND WORK PROGRAM), PROVINCIAL DEPARTMENTS 

OF TOURISM, DEVELOPMENT, INDUSTRY TRADE AND COMMERCE, FBDB: Funds likely 

to be available to Indian people for development projects, funds th'at were 

provided to Nova Scotia Indians . in  1979; extent of availability of funds 
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and use made of them by Indian people; changes in policies if any; and 

proposed changes. 

4. 	 ANALYSIS OF DATA 

THE ANALYSIS OF THE ABOVE DATA SOURCES WILL RESULT iN  THE FOLLOWING: 

4.1 A profile of funding sources available to Nova Scotia Indians 

with amounts and limitations; conduct an overall assessment of gaps in avail-

able funding sources and extent of shortfall. — 

4.2 An inventory of potential projects for funding under a Spécial 

 ›'Arda project; with likely socio-economic and/or employment impact of each. . 

4.3 An-assessment of the general need for a Special Arda program 

for Nova Scotia Indians; and the likely response to such a program.. 

4.4 An assessment of expected total impact. of a Special Arda 

Agreement for Nova Scotia Indians, in:.terms of jobs, training and number 

of viable businesses created over a five year period*.e. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

1. To Have What Is One's Own,  The National Indian Socio-
Economic Development Committee, October, 1979. 

2. Indian Employment and Development Discussion Paper, 
September, 1980. 

3. Special ARDA In Relation to the Future Direction of native  
Socio-Economic Development,  Dept. of Regional Economic Expan-
sion, 1977. 

4. Evalualtion of the Special ARDA Program in British Columbia, 
DPA Consulting Ltd., March, 1981. 

5. The Applicability and Consequences of Federal and Provincial  
Legislation Economically Affecting Status Indians in Nova  
Scotia,  Paper prepared by R. Doherty, Dept. of Development, 
1981. 

6. Excerpt from Canada's Indian Reserves Legislative Powers, 
W. B. Henderson, April, 1981. 

7. Presentation Parliamentary Task Force on Critical Skills for  
the 80s, Stanley Johdsôn, Union of Nova Scotia Indians, 
November, 1980. 

8. Task Force on Native Employment Report,  David C. Walker, 
Gordon Vidal, Winnipeg, June, 1980. 

9. Special ARDA Program for Manitoba,  Dept. of Regional Economic 
Expansion, Information Brochure. 

10. Barriers to Native Labour and Employment,  prepared for the 
Western Regional Office of DREE, Thomas Owen and Associates, 
Ltd., 1976. 

11. A Review of the British Columbia Indian Fisherman's Assistance  
Program, 1968 to 1978,  Report prepared for DIAND by Will 
MacKay and Ken Ouellette, 1978. 

12. Manitoba Indian Agricultural Program Evalualtion Report, 
prepared for DIAND by P.M. Associates, Ltd., 1978. 

13. Indian Govetnment:Dévelopment Conference, Montreal, 1979, 
Prepared by the National Indian Brotherhood, 1979. 

14. Evaluation of Special ARDA in Saskatchewan,  Prepared by 
DPA Consulting Ltd., 1981. 
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15. Canada-Saskatchewan Special ARDA Agreement, various docu-
iiîents. 

16. Report on Band Economic Development Committee Program Review 
Ontario, DIAND, 1979. 

17. Developmental Application of Social Assistance Funds, 
Quebec Region, Alberta Region, Atlantic Region,  Reports 
prepared by DIAND, 1980. 

18. Evaluation of the Saskatchewan Indian Agricultural Program 
P.M. Associates Ltd., 1979. 

19. Objectives and Goals, 1979-1980, DIP-db, Atlantic Region. 

20. Indians and the Law Conference, March 6-9, 1978, National 
Indian Brotherhood. 

21. A Survey of the Contemporary Indians of Canada, A Report on  
Economic, Political and Educational Needs and Policies, by 

• H. B. Hawthorne, October, 1966. 

22. Western  Northlands Objectives and Progress, DREE, 1978. 

23. Atlantic Region Indiàlfand Inuit Affairs Program,  Resource 
Plan Presentation, January, 1981. 
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BUSINESS INCENTIVE AND ADJUSTMENT PROGRAM: FEDERAL
. {.

PROGRAM

MULTI-SECTOR

Local Economic Development
Assistance (LEDA)

Canada Works: Economic Growth
Component

Cape Breton Development
Corporation

Newfoundland and Labrador
Development Corporation

General Development Agencies

Small Business Loans

Federal Business Development
Bank (FBDB)

Design Canada

Export Development Corporation

Inuvialuit Development Corp.
nS '

Northern Small Business Fund

Eskimo Loan Fund

Indian Economic Development
Program

General Development
Program

Eskimo Management Assistance

Indian'Manaqement Assistance

TYPE OF SUPPORT

Enterprise Assistance

Enterprise Assistance

Community Services
Industry

Community Services
Industry - Wr

f
F/P Cost Share (15%
Industrial)

Service Construction
Transport Communications

Management Information
Equity financing

Foreign Loans - Invest-
ment Guaranties -
Credit Insurance

Social Devélopment

GRANT LOAN FEDERAL
DEPARTMENT

1

CEIC

CEIC

DREE

DREE

DREE

ITC

ITC

ITC

ITC

DIAND

DIAND

DIAND

DIAND

DIAND

' DIAND



CEIC - Not 
Approved 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X . 	\ 

X 

X 

X 

CEIC - Not 
Approved 

CEIC 

CEIC 

CEIC 

CEIC 

CEIC 

CEIC 

CEIC 

ITC-CEIC 

ITC 

ITC 

am um — us lime Ime-imme 	 imilmaammi immarnammim 
PROGRAM 	 TYPE OF SUPPORT 	 GRANT 	LOAN 	FEDERAL  

DEPARTMENT 

MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT 

Critical Trade Skill Shortages 

Portable Wage Subsidies 

Canada Manpower Consultative 
Services 

Canada Industrial Training 
Program 

Job Experience Training 
Program 

Canada Farm Labour Pools 

Local Employment Assistance 
Program 

Canada Manpower Training 
Program 

Canada Manpower Mobility 
Program 

Small Business Interim Program 
(SBIP) 

Management Advancement Program 

Fashion Design A lsistance 
Program (FDAP) 

Northern Canada Power 
Commission 

Manpower Training • 

Manpower Retraining 

, Relocation 

Manpower Retraining 

Manpower 

Manpower 

Manpower 

Manpower Training 

Relocation 

Manpower Development ' 

Government-University 
(Education) 

Education & Training , 
Experience 

ter 

O 

 Indian Outfitters and Guides 	Hunting and Trapping 
Assistance 

DI AND  

DIAND 



im

PROGRAM TYPE OF SUPPORT GRANT LOAN FEDERAL
''1 DEPARTMENT

ENERGY

Development & Demonstration
of Energy
Conservation Technoloijy
(DRECT)

Energy from the Forest
(ENFOR)

k.

DFE

DFE

Forest Industry Renewable X EMR

Energy (FIRE)

Federal-Provincial Cost- Commercial, Residen- X
Sharing Demonstration tial, Industrial
Projedts for Renewable
Energy

sr

Industrial Energy Research Industry-Government

and Development Program Cost Share 50-50

MINING

Grants to Assist Prospectors -Exploration Grant X

Northern Mineral Exploration Exploration Fund X

Fund

EMR

ITC

DIAND

DIAND

Incdentive Program North of Exploration Fund X DIAND

60 Exploration & Development,
NWT & YT.

Canada-Saskatchewan Heavy Oil X EMR

Development

FORESTRY'

Technical Services to Forestry

Forest Resources R & D

DFE

DFE



Grain Terminal Construction 
Assistance 

Fruit & Vegetable Storage 
Construction Assistance 

Construction 

Construction 

CDA 

CDA 

- 	um — am - mr—m— salr—ag---sle— loui 	lows mum mu umm --- umm 
PROGRAM 	 TYPE OF SUPPORT GRANT 	LOAN 	FEDERAL 

DEPARTMENT  

Forest Management 

Forest Protection 

Land Data Inventory 1  

Environmental Protection 

AGRICULTURE 

DFE 

DFE 

DFE 

DFE 

Feed Grain Freight Assistance 	Transportation' 	 CDA 
Adjustment 

CDA 

X 	CDA 

CDA 

Skim Milk Subsidies 

Farm Improvement Loans 

Livestock Improvement 

Agricultural Research 

A.G.M.A.P. Agricultural & Food 
Products Markets Development 
Assistance Program 

Construction 

CDA 

CDA 

Advance Payments for Crops 	 X 	CDA 

Crop Insurance  Acta 	 Insurance 	 CDA 

Agricultural Stabilization Act 	 CDA 

Long-Term Loans for Agricul- 	 X 	CDA 
tural Exhibitions 

Animal Disease Irradication- 	 CDA X 
Compensation 



PROGRAM TYPE OF SUPPORT :GRANT LOAN FEDERAL
• 0 DEPARTMENT

Migratory Waterfowl Crop X CDA

Loss Compensation

FISHING
I.

Fishery Improvement Loans
(Vessels Equipment)

X DFE

Low Cost Insurance for Insurance DFE

Fishing Vessels

Fish Chilling Facilities

Price Support For Fish Subsidy

Salmonid Enhancement Program

Small Craft Fishing Harbours

Canadian Hydrographic Services

Temporary Assistance Rehabil- Ice Storage Facilities x
itation

Water Management

Fisheries & Marine Services Plans & Administers
2,300 Harbours

DFE

DFE

DFE

DFE

DFE

DFE

DFE

DFE

Fishery Development DFE

Fishing Vessel Construction Subsidy 35%
Subsidy (under 75,,feet long)

Fishing Vessel Construction Long Liner Program

(Over 75 Feet)

DFE

ITC

.Fresh Water Fish Marketing DFE

Corporation

Canadian Salt Fish Corp. DFE



DFE 

DFE 

DFE 

DIAND 

DIAND 

Shipbuilding Industry 
Assistance Program (SIAP) 

Defence Industry Productivity 
Program (DIP) 

20% 

50-50% 

ITC 

ITC 

-Swe--Sur —um ouii 	am um um MI 1111. 	 MI MI BIM MI OM MI 
PROGRAM 	 TYPE OF SUPPORT 	° GRANT 	LOAN 	FEDERAL  

. 	 DEPARTMENT  

Fishery Market Information 	 DFE 

Oil Spill Research Program 	 DFE 

TOURISM  

Tourist Wharf Program 	 X 

Marine Development Program 	 , X 

Small Craft Fishing Harbours 	 X 

CONSTRUCTION  

Indian Housing Assistance 	 Construction rants 	X 

Northern Roads Resource 	 Construction-Roads 	X 
Program 

MANUFACTURING 

Contracting out Major R & D 	 NRC 
Programs 

Standards Research & Services 	 NRC 

Scientific & Technical 
Training Program 

Technology Transfer to 
Industry (PILP) 

Manpower & Professional 	 NRC 
Development 	 NRC 

NRC 

Cooperative Projects with 	 NRC 
Industry (COPI) 



ITC 
X 

DFE 

NRC 

NRC 

NRC 

11M---111•171111. -1111. -.111- 	OM - -NIB Mil 11•111 	 NM MI PM MI 
 • 	
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PROGRAM 	 TYPE OF SUPPORT 	,GRANT , 	 LOAN 	FEDERAL  
DEPARTMENT 

Industry Modernization for 
Defence Exports (IMDE) 

50-50% 	 X 	ITC 
'DIP 

Enterprise Development 	 50% 	 X 
Program (EDP) 

Promotional Projects Program 	Promotion 	 X 
(PPP) 

Program for Export Market' 	50% 	 X 
Development (PEMD) 	 1% Gross Sales 

• 
Unsolicited Proposal Program 	 X 

Industrial Research Assistance 	Cost Share 	 X 
Program 

NRC R & D Projects & Facilities 
to Meet Industrial Needs 

Industrial Post-Doctoral & 	Educational Assistance 	X 
Senior Fellowships 	 Upgrading 

Scientific Assistance to 	 X 
Industry 

Advanced Tele-Operator 
System 

ITC 

ITC 

NRC 

NRC 

RDIA 

PULP & PAPER 

Accelerated Capital Cost 
Allowance 

Forest Products Develop-
ment 

Senior Fellowships 

Comprehensive Aid 	 X 	 X 	DREE 

50% Write-Off 	 DFE 

DFE 
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APPENDIX D: 

A BRIEF HISTORY AND OVERVIEW OF SPECIAL ARDA 
AND THE WESTERN NORTHLANDS AGREEMENT 
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PROGRAM 	 TYPE 	OF SUPPORT 	' GRANT 	LOAN 	FEDERAL 

Migratory Waterfowl Crop 
Loss Compensation 

X 

DEPARTMENT 

CDA 

FISHING 

Fishery Improvement Loans 	 X 	DFE 
(Vessels Equipment) 

Low Cost Insurance for 	, 	 Insurance 	 • 	 DFE 
Fishing Vessels 

Fish Chilling Facilities 	 DFE 

Price Support For Fish 	 Subsidy 	 DFE 

Salmonid Enhancement Program 	 DFE 

Small Craft Fishing Harbours 	 DFE 

Canadian Hydrographic Services 	 DFE 

Temporary Assistance Rehabil- 	Ice Storage Facilities 	X 	 DFE 
itation 

Water Management 	 DFE 

Fisheries & Marine Services 	Plans & Administers 	 DFE 
2,300 Harbours 

Fishery Development 	 DFE 

Fishing Vessel Construction 	Subsidy 35% 	 DFE 
Subsidy (under 75,feet long) 

Fishing Vessel Construction 	Long Liner Program 	 ITC 
(Over 75 Feet) 

Fresh Water Fish Marketing 	 DFE 
Corporation 

Canadian Salt Fish Corp. 	 DFE 
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D.1 Introduction

The parliamentary authority for Special ARDA is the Agricul-

tural and Rural Development Act which authorizes i.he Federal

Government to enter into cost sharing agreements with

provincial governments to increase employment opportunities

for people living in rural areas. It has been used for

people of native ancestory living in underdèvelopment areas.

Both the program and the socio-economic context has evolved

considerably since program inception. Since 1972, for

instance, Special ARDA has evolved from a program which

would provide incentives to existing businessmen to create

employment for native people, to a program intended to

assist native people to become owners of their own busi-

nesses.

The DREE Special ARDA agreements with western provinces

originated in 1971 and 1972, following a Cabinet Decision of

March, 1970, giving approval to the provision of incentive

gran-ts to projects employing disadvantaged people .,in areas

with a high proportion of people of native origin. Agree-

ments were' signed with British Columbia, Saskatchewan and

Manitoba. The original agreements were reneg:otiated with

Manitoba, Saskatchewan and British Columbia in 1975

following Cabinet approval for extension of the program to

March 31, 1977. During the time of this ext-ension, the

Minister of Regional Economic Expansion was expected to

consult wih the Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern

Development about the future development of the type of

program governed by Special ARDA agreements. .

In 1976, Cabinet approval was given to the Minister of

Regional Economic Expansion to work with the Governments of

the Northwest Territories and the Yukon Territory, and with

the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development,

towards the formulation of agreements to be submitted for
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Governor-in-council approval under the Agricultural and 

Rural Development Act (ARDA) similar in purpose to the 

Special ARDA agreements with the provinces. 

Initially DREE attempted to introduce an industrial incen-

tives scheme for native or disadvantaged groups, which would 

entail lower equity and other requirements. It was found 

there existed no legislation that would allow such program- 

ming. 	The Regional Development_ Incentives Act, for 

instance, would not permit such a scheme. 	It was then 

introduced under the Agricultural and Rural Development Act 

(ARDA) as Special ARDA. The experience with the program has 

demonstrated that to some extent the ARDA legislation has 

some limitations, and may not be the most appropriate for 

meeting-the needs and aspirations of Native peoples. Urban 

projects, for instance, are ineligible. As well, the 

legality under the Act of certain types of social and 

community projects is questionable. 

The Department of Regional Economic Expansion is presently 

developing new Programs for presentation to Parliament to 

address jommunity and rural development initiatives for 

disadvantaged peoples. One proposed program (local 

Development Institutes) is intended to facilitate the 

establishment in the community of a corporation or other 

structure for the purpose of initiating or promoting - 
economic development projects. 	The local organization 

obtaining core funding from the program, would iissist the 

Native entrepreneurs in obtaining equity or venture capital. 

The program would be specifically designed to be of 

relevance and assistance to communities at various levels of 

development and organization according to their particular 

development needs. 

The Special ARDA program in British Columbia has four major 

components or sub-components. 
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1. The commercial undertaking component is

designed to suport the expansion of

existing or the development of new

businesses. -

2. The primarÿ"prodùcing component involves

projects which can demonstrate. that they

will bring about significant_ impro'vements

in the marginal or sub-marginal incomes of

applicants:engaged in primary producing

activities (agriculture, forestry, fishing

and trapping).

The training and counselling component is

intended primarily to provide funds for
I_..,:

training for an existing or planned

commercial undertaking.

4. The remote rural communities sub-program is

designed to improve the sub-economic condi-

tions of people living in remote areas of

the Province.

The Saskatcliewan Special ARDA involved three components: a

commercial undertaking ( CU) component and Primary, Producing

Activity ( PPA) component, as in British Columbia, and a

Socio-Economic Adjustment Measures ( SAM) componént. The

kinds of activities to be funded under the SAM component

were diverse, and not well specified.

The experience in British Columbia demonstrates that over

the total period the commercial undertaking component has

been the most heavily utilized representing 76% of total

applications and 65% of off"ers made. Across all sub-

programs, DREE's contributions averaged $74-,600 per project
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and constituted 44.4% of total project costs. 	DREE 

contributions for full and part-time jobs expected to be 

created by SARDA projejcts came to $19,288. Sixty-three 

percent of offers were made to projects with total project 

costs of less than $100,000. 

In Saskatchewan, CU's represented 61% of processed applica-

tions and 50% of completed projects. Over the past few 

years, the Primary Producing componeint haà been used to a 

lesser degree and more and more primary activities have been 

initiated under the CU component. 

D.2 Program" Objectives  

The objectives of Special ARDA are both economic and 

social/cultural. The evaluation of Special ARDA in British 

Columbia defined the objectives as follows. 

Economic  

To provide new employment and income opportunities 

foi people of Native ancestry in rural British 

Columbia. 

To stimulate, encourage, and facilitate the estab-

lishment of viable, self-sustaining, Native owned 

businesses  in. rural  areas. 

To assist Native people in taking advantage of 

business opportunities as they arise, and before the 

non-Native community. 

To stimulate the generation of investment capital 

(wealth) in Native communities so that, in the long 

run, the equity requirements for job creation an& 

income improvement can be generated from within 

Native communities. 
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To improve the incomes of Native people currently 

engaged in primary producing activities. 

To enhance the management skills of Native.business- . 

men. 

I I 
I I 

il 
ii 

111 

. 	To improve the accessibility of Native-owned 

businesses to traditional lending institutions. 

Social and Cultural  

To g -enerate improvements in individual . charac- . 

teristics such as self-esteem, confidenee, employ-

ability, quality of life, and job satisfaction. 

to stimulate improvement in the interpersonal 

relationships of people of Native ancestry in 

British Columbia in terms of family relationships, in 

terms of the ability to get along with co-workers, 

• and in terms of involvement in the community- 

To àtimulate improvement at the community level in 

terms of improved living conditions', increased 

cohesion, increased planning, and concerted action in 

solving community problems. 

To lessen geographical and cultural isolation of 

remote communities which are largely populated by 

people of Native ancestry. 

To encourage the development of projects which are 

compatible with the social and cultural environment 

of the Indian people. 

! 
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Objectives in Saskatchewan were very similar. Also included

were objectives to:

Stimulate Native community and inst.itutional

development in terms of the ability of groups or

communities to plan and organize effectively to

achieve objectives, create short-term employment,

create long-term self-sustaining economic activities,

and improved living conditions.

Provide training to people of Native ancestry in

skills which will -enable them to obtain long-term

employment.

D.3 Program Evaluations

Program evaluations were conducted by DPA Consulting of the

Special ARDA Programs in British Columbia and Saskatchewan.

The economic and social impacts of the program to date were

assessed, and recommendations as to continuance and restruc-

turing of the program were made. What follows is a brief

summary of some of the evaluation findings of relevance to

the present study.

D.3.1 Program Evaluation: -British Columbia

Economic Impacts

In British Columbia to date, SARDA has been responsible for

creating a significant number of jobs for native people at

an average cost of between $16,000 and $20,000 per job.

However, SARDA has had little success to date in achieving

its objectives to create profitable, self-supporting native

owned businesses. It was suggested that possibly, not too

much emphasis should be placed, at the moment, on the lack
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of financial success of the many projects engaged in under 

Special ARDA, because many of them have been in existence 

only for a short time and because of the high failure rate 

of small businesses in remote areas generally. On the other 

hand, it was demonstrated that involvement in Special ARDA 

has resulted in improvement in the skills, quàlifications 

and work attitudes of SARDA project employees, as well as, 

improvements in the business management and planning skills 

of project administrators, members  ai boards of directors, 

and other band leaders involved in projects. SARDA has 

resulted in the provision of needed community services at 

reduced prices, increases in the self-confidence of bands 

through thei-r involvement with the SARDA supported 'business 

ventures, and improvements in the leverage of applicants in 

securing short or long term financing from the traditional 

lending institutions. 	As well, the purchase of supplies, 
tr -ce 

materials, equipment, and services were from local busines-

ses many of which were native owned. 

The economic impact evaluation emphasized that in the final 

analysis, the  • community or band level is the appropriate 

perspective from which to evaluate a success or failure by 

the prograM. Two or three successful SARDA projects can 

have a profound effect on the socio-economic dircumstances 

and the futu're economic prospects of a single band. 

Social Impacts  

Both a.social and economic impact evaluation was carried out 

by DPA Consulting. The social impact evaluation indicated 

that the Special ARDA program has had significant positive 

impacts on project owners, managers, employees, their 

families, and the community as a whole. Every operating or 

previously operating project surveyed reported some social 

benefits resulting from the project. The most frequently 

mentioned impacts were those on the whole-community: more 
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jobs, more income, increased opportunities for 

improved housing. 	Less frequently mentioned 

impacts were improved 

reduced out-migration, reduced isolation, 

traditionally relevant economic 

in welfare dependency. 

youth and 

community 

in 

entertainment/recreation facilities, 

an increase 

activities, and _a decrease 

1 
1 
I..: 
1 

1 

Although jobs and income are, strictly speaking, economic 

benefits, the point made by the users of 'Special ARDA was 

that social problems cannot be alleviated without jobs and 

the associated income. 	For example, the way to 

alcoholism is not by counselling programs alone, but 

by providing- the native person with a job so that his 

'everyday life becomes more meaningful. 	Similarly, opportu- 

nities for youth could be viewed as an economic benefit; the 

people'interviewed saw jobs for their children as a key to 

dealing with the devastating social problems of teenage 

suicide, homicide and drug use. Improvement in housing is, 

of course, a direct spin-off of increased income. 

Based on social Criteria, most of the projects operated by 

individualà has been considered tO be an overall success, 

while all the band owned projects were deemed to be mixed 

successes. 	This result largely 

Projects owned by individuals tended to be small, one person 

or family operations. The band owned projects were larger 

operations involving greater capital outlays as well as more 

sophisticated technologies and management skillà. Also 

noteworthy is the fact that the two individually owned 

projects which were not viewed as overall successes were 

owned by non-natives. 

reduce 

rather 

or her 

reflects project size. 

1 
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Three major conclusions flow out of the social impact 

evaluation. 

The interdependence of social and econsmic goals 

should be fully recognized in redesigning SARDA. 

This implies that a broad socio-economic perspective 

should be employed rather than a narrow financial 

perspective in project evaluatiCn and program 

administration. 

The application process should be revised so as to 

redue-e the number of rejected * applicants' who go 

through the total application process, to ensure that 

all applicants, regardless of final disposition of 

'their application, learn about small business 

development by means of the application process. 

Whenever economically feasible, projects should be 

encouraged to start small with the opportunity to 

. 

	

	increase in size as the operators gain ,business 

experience. 

Attitudes of Native People to Special ARDA  

The following points 

native people who are interviewed.in  the Britieh Columbia 

summarize the general attitudes of the 

study toward the Special ARDA program: 

1. For all of 

delivery of 

requirements 

in the past. 

the SARDA clientele, the design and 

SARDA came closer to meeting their 

than other government programs utilized 

2. It was found in many projects that SARDA's  importance  

to establishing the project was not-only a result of 
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the program's contribution to capital costs. In many

cases, SARDA acted as a catalyst in developing and

realizing these projects.

3. Many respondents expressed a clear preference for

SARDA over so-called "make work" programs. They

indicated that SARDA provided a greater feeling of

independence and self-confidence.

4.- In general, the native communities who have used

SARDA view it as a positive development tool. At the

same time, it must be recognized that from the native

peopl-es' perspective, Special ARDA is not â substi-

tute for the access to resources which have been

denied to native communities, and is only a partial

response to the problems which were created by the

actions of non-native society. In the view of the

evaluation team, one major conclusion flows out of

this situation. Special ARDA together with other

native economic development programs, must not only

be effective tools within themselves, they must also

hel'p to lay the foundatiori for more comprehensive

socio-economic development thrusts that will be

managed and controlled by the native community in the

futur-e.

D.3.2 Evaluation of Special ARDA in Saskatchewan

Introduction

The Evaluation Team concluded that overall the program in

Saskatchewan has been worthwhile and should be continued,

although with some important modifications. The program has

created a significant' number of jobs and has provided

economic opportunities to people of Indian ancestry that

they might otherwise not have had. It has also served as a
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funding vehicle for experimentation with approaches to 

overcoming the obstaclessfaced by people of Indian ancestry 

in gaining access to good jobs and incomes. 

It was found particularly significant that the ,  program is 

perceived by people of Indian ancestry to have been a 

positive one. 	Those interviewed often compared it favour- 

ably with other programs because they perceived it as 
— 

addressing what they identify as the highest priority needs 

of their communities, i.e., the creation of businesses, 

resource development and permanent jobs. 

.In general, it 	would appear that the Commercial Under- 

takings (Cu) component has been the most successful in terms 

of stimulating new jobs and additional incomes for people of 

Indian ancestry in rea.1 Saskatchewan. Certain kinds of 

Primary Producing Activities share many of the features of 

the CU component and also have experienced good success. 

The Socio-Economic Adjustment Measures appear to have been 

less successful in terms of providing Natives with access 

to long-term jobs and incomes, but. the Study Team believes 

that in the long  run the kinds of programming pursued under 

this category have the potential for benefiting many more 

Natives than_do . the Commercial Undertakings. 

Kee- Problem Areas  

One of the principal problem areas which was strongly 

identified in interviews with people of Indian 

ancestry is the lack of clarity of program objectives 

and program definition. The inclusion of a wide /:ange 

of very different activities under one program has 

created confusiôn and could undermine program 

integrity. 

There is a need for the development of a clear set of 
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priorities for the program, especially in view of the 

budgetary constraints which DREE and the Provinces now 

face. 

There is a need for much more extensive efforts in 

project planning, counselling, management and employee 

training, and project monitoring. 

The present program delivery process is cumbersome and 

slow and this is generating significant problems for 

the client group and for the implementing agencies. 

.Some of the key findings of the Saskatchewan evaluation, 

relevant to the Nova Scotia situation include: 

SARDA has been 	ilized  more effectively in the North 

for a variety of reasons, and in many respects more 

effectively by non-Status and Metis than by Status 

Indians. 

• 	Many of the activities supported under the Agreement 

(particularly in the case of SAM's) have ony a 

tenuous relationship with the specific funding provi-

sionsin the Agreement. 

The CU component has enjoyed success in establishing 

businesses which at least manage to survive over a 

three year period. 

The CU component has not demonstrated that it has 

much potential in the urban centres in the South and 

there are reasons to believe that it could not be 

applied without *significant changes in the urban 

South. 
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The program has been more successful with small 

family operations and projects sponsored by individ-

uals than with larger operations. 

The evidence strongly suggests that most CU projects 

would not likely have proceeded without SARDA 

assistance (at least not as quickly.or as effective- 

The Study Team estimates that approximately 560 

long7term jobs (full-time equivalent) have been 

created by the CU component of the program since 

program inception. 

The cost per =fob in CU projects is estimated at 

$13,314, not including provincial grants or loan 

subsidies. (This is certainly under the grant limit 

of $30,000 per job established for the program). 

Incomes derived from CU projects tend to  be rela-

tively low. While Managers surveyed earn an average 

of $13,000 (plus benefits derived from.  ownership), 

most :workers were paid only modest wages, averaging 

$9,398 per year. 

The PPA component of the program hasn declined 

relative to the CU component, in part because some 

projects which might formerly have been PPA's are now 

being funded as CU's, and in part because of the 

drop in funding for agricultural projects. 

There has been a - tremendous diversity in the range of 

implicit objectives, activities and projects funded 

under the SAM component. In the absence of any 

apparent strategy or priorities the program has 
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teneded to respond to demands from a variety of

sources and has been used as a source of funding of

last resort for projects begun by other agencies. As

a result there is really no consistent set of

indicators which could be used to measure program

achievement of SAM's (for example, some projects

resulted in neither training nor significant

employment but rather in a building to be used by

Natives for numerous but only generally defined

activities).

The SAM component has, howeve'r, supported some-

very interesting and exciting projects and has been

an important factor in developing projects which have

had widespread, beneficial impacts on communities

(e.g., alcohol `réhabilitation centres).

SARDA has also sponsored some projects which have

been innovative and which may point the way to

important-solutions to Native unemployment problems.

Program delivery of Special ARDA has been a success

story in the sense tht the program, after almost a

decad.e of operation has not yet faced the kind of

major' difficulties often experienced in Native

programming.

Iq

Most of the Native clients contacted credit the

various implementing agencies and DREE with a great

deal of the responsibility for developing their

projects and making them a reality.
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Community Development Corporation (CDC) Concept  

CDC's vary according to the needs of the community. 	They 

can include some or all of the following types of activi-

ties: 

the provision of employment for local low-income 

and unemployed people; 

the establishment of local businesses to employ 

residents and to generate a profit for community 

use; 

• 	the training of residents for higher skill jobs, in 

management skills, or in community organization; 

the accumulation of land for development of a 

housing complex, business, or industry, or to 

control land use and.housing prices; 

the contracting of social service de]ivery to 

/...esidents. 

E.1 Problems Encountered  

Experience to date with such organizations has pointed to a 
n e. 

number of problems in their development and self-main- 
': 

(a) a conflict between the need for outside resources 

and the maintenance of local control and dis-

tribution of benefits. In order to obtain funds or 

investments from external sources, C.D.C.'s in 

certain instances have had to share control over 

some of their operations and decision-making 

tenance: 

1 
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functions with those bodies providing operating

finances or investment capital.

I

(b) the extent of community participation in the

administration of the organization and its

subsidiaries. On the one hand, too many parti-

cipants results in inefficient administration,

while on the other hand, too few participants

results in inadequate community representation in

decision-making functions. -

(c) a conflict between the need to preserve business

viability and the need to utilize C.D.C. income to

provide immediate social benefits to residents.

C.D.C.'s in many instances have used net business

income for community service expenditures. This

has tended to mitigate against economic viability

concerns such as the build-up of capital and cash

reserves.

(d) a conflict between short-term and long-term

economic benefits. Since one of the goals of the

CDC's has been to generate employment, they have

tended in some cases to invest largely in business

activity which is low skill and laboùr intensive,

inàtead of planning for the future by investing in

or promoting high skill industries which might

serve to develop transferable skills-,^ among the

unemployed.

(e) a general lack of management skills, combined with

local leadership shortages, also has created

problems for CDC's, both in obtaining capital from

traditional lending sources and in the operation of

CDC owned business.
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E.2 The Potential Role of Government With CDC's  

Government officials are excluded from decision-making of 

CDC's because of conflict of interest. Further, if 

Government officials took decisions with CDC boards then the 

Government could be held liable for any debts  that  might 

arise as a result of these decisions. Government officials 

can sit on the CDC Boards as ex-officia  members or consul-

tants. This involvement of Government officials is 

sometimes advantagous to; 

help interpret government guidelines; 

relate to and to interpret performance cri :teria; 

. 	aid in the setting up of organizations; 

provide skills and planning assistance; 

recruit private and other support; 

evaluate results; 

ensure accountability of actions and to enact 

legislation. 

At the federal level there is need for policy and program 
- 

coordination. 	Among the Departments and programs that 

require co-ordination are National Health  and'  Welfare, 

Secretary of State, Department of Indian and Northern 

Development, D.R.I.E., and C.E.I.C. A big question in this 

area of federal involvement is whether the community 

dimension is being sufficiently respected and pro-

moted--given the response of these Departments is uncoordi-

nated. 
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 At the provincial level in Nova Scotia, the Department of 

Social Services and Department of Development would likely 

be involved in supporting a Community Development Corpor-

ation. Apart from the perennial need for more money, there 

is a need to ensure that local and regional priorities are 

established to focus agencies, communities and institutions 

towards the solution of priority problems. 	At. the  provin- 

cial level, like the federal level, there is a need to 

establish the criteria for CDC's in the areas of membership, 

accountability, responsibilities, finances, community 

participation and control, autonomy, etc. 

A last and final issue for consideration at all levels is 

whether CDC's should begin with handpiMked leaders- such as 

• "New Dawn" in Sydney and the "Human Resources Development 

Association" in Halifax, or through elections or a com-

bination of both as in Guysborough. A related issue is how 

to maintain good relatifons with City Hall, local M.P.'s and 

Government Departments, when CDC's are involved in similar 

helping roles. 

E.3 Some Key Questions  

1 

i!1 

; 

ea» 

What degree of community organization, commitment, 

and understanding should exist in the community 

prior to negotiating a CDC? 

How can we ensure that CDC's can learn t  or  obtain, 

the management skills tequired to operate busi-

nesses in competition with the private séctor? 

What advisory, financial, and technical assistance 

will be required from the federal and provincial 

governments during the period when a CDC is 

"learning the i-opes" so to speak? 
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Can tax-exempt status be obtained for the CDC or a 

subsidiary so that its fund-raising capability is 

enhanced by its capacity to provide tax deductible 

receipt to donors? 

Would local, federal and provincial government 

agencies be willing to turn over to CDC's operating 

responsibility, such as social service delivery, 

housing rehabilitation and manpower training. 

What forms of organization would be acceptable to 

both governments and the community involved for a 

viable CDC to be created? 

Should there be some limit on the amount of CDC 

income to be utilized for community social needs? 

How can actelfities at the federal and provincial 

levels be co-ordinated?* 

This Appendix has been excerpted from a draft 
&iscussion paper by M.J. Keyes, Canadian Employment 
and Immigration, Halifax. 
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